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Delaware St. latest scene of campus violence
By The Associated Press
DOVER, Del.(AP) — Two students
were shot and wounded, one seriously,
at Delaware State University early
today, and the campus was locked
down as police searched for a gunman,
officials said.
Classes were canceled for the day
and students were being kept inside.
"They've been directed to stay in
their dorms," said Carlos Holmes, a
university spokesman."We don't know
where the shooter's at."
At the university's main entrance,

swing-arm gates were down to prevent
people from driving onto campus.
The students were shot near the
Memorial Hall gymnasium around 1
a.m., according to a news release on the
university's Web site.
Holmes said the female student
appeared to have suffered serious
wounds. 'They could be potentially
life-threatening." he said. The male student's wounds were not as serious and
he was hospitalized in stable condition,
Holmes said.
Police hoped to find out more infor-

mation once the victims were able to
talk.
"We haven't had a chance to talk to
them yet, and that's probably a big reason why the suspect is still at large,"
Holmes told KYW-TV of Philadelphia.
Authorities did not know of a motive
for the shootings, which were also
being investigated by the FBI and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives, Holmes told CNN.
Students were instructed to stay in
their residence halls until further notice,
and nonessential university employees

were told not to report to work.
University officials informed students about the shooting with phone
calls, a notice posted on the campus
Web site and notifications in each dormitory. Holmes said Delaware State
had improved the speed of its notifications following the shootings in April at
Virginia Tech.
The Dover campus was surrounded
by groups of recreational vehicles
belonging to NASCAR fans in town for
this weekend's races at the Dover
Downs Speedway.

A commuter student who arrived
this morning was barred from campus.
Eduardo Rivera, 25, of Milford, said he
hadn't known about. the shootings and
was surprised by the media gathered
outside the main gate.
"I thought it was about racing, or
NASCAR, or something like that," he
said. "I'm shocked. I don't expect to
hear something like this when I'm trying to go to class — it's weird."
Rivera, a sophomore studying phys-

•See Page 10A

Poll: Beshear
leads Fletcher
by 20 points
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A new
poll shows Democratic gubernatorial
nominee Steve Beshear leading Gov.
Ernie Fletcher by double digits in the
governor's race to be
decided Nov. 6.
Beshear leads by a
margin of 55 percent
to 35 percent among
667 likely voters surveyed
in
The
Courier-Jouria
Bluegrass Poll conducted Sept. 13 to 18
and published today.
Beshour
The newspaper said
10 percent were
undecided.
The poll found
Beshear
leading
among men and
women, all
age
groups
and
all
income levels and
ahead in all of the
state's six congresFletcher
sional districts. His
lead is within the margin of error of plus or minus 3.8 percentage points in three of the congressional districts, however.
The results followed a Lexington
Herald-Leader/Action News 36
Election Poll conducted Sept. 10 to 13

that found Beshear leading Fletcher 56
percent to 39 percent among 600 likely voters with 5 percent still undecided. That poll had a margin of error of
plus or minus 4 percentage points.
Beshear campaign manager Jim
Cauley pointed out that so far,
Fletcher's television ads have dealt
only with his opposition to casino
gambling in Kentucky.
"It might be that he's talking about
one thing, and we're talking to
Kentuckians about things we'd like to
do for them," Cauley said. "I think
there is a lot more on the minds of
Kentucky voters than gaming."
But Fletcher campaign spokesman
Jason Keller said Beshear doesn't
share the values of most Kentuckians.
Keller said voters would turn to
Fletcher after they learn more about
Beshear and about his support for casinos.
Only 42 percent of all those the poll
questioned, 812 Kentucky adults, said
they approve of how Fletcher is handling his job. Forty-eight percent said
they disapprove.
That is the second-lowest approval
rating the Bluegrass Poll has found
since Fletcher took office in 2003.
Democrat Paul Patton is the only gov-

•See Page 2A
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A reception was held Thursday afternoon at Murray State University s Sid Easley Alumni Center for Larry Bartling,
left, vice president and general manager of the Small Engines Division at Murray's Briggs & Stratton plant. Bartling,
who has been at the local plant for three years, is transferring to the Milwaukee facility. Pictured above, Bartling
and his wife, Lois, visit with Jeanne Fleming (second from right) and Sally Hopkins during the reception.

Briggs VP heading home
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Larry Bartling, vice president and
general manager of Brigg's & Stratton
Small Engine Division in Murray, is
moving to Milwaukee to take a position
with the company's corporate office.
Bartling, who has worked three years
at the local plant, said during a special
ceremony Thursday afternoon honoring
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BEIJING iAPi — U.S.based toy giant Mattel Inc.
issued an extraordinary apology
to China today over the recall of
Chinese-made toys, taking the
blame for design flaws and saying it had recalled more leadtainted toys than justified.
The gesture by Thomas A.
Debrowski, Mattel's executive
vice president for worldwide
operations, came in a meeting
with Chinese product safety
chief Li Chang,jiang, at which Li
upbraided the company for
maintaining weak safety controls.
"Our reputation has been
damaged lately by these
recalls," Debrowski told Li in a
meeting at Li's office at which
reporters were allowed to be
present.
"And Mattel takes full
responsibility for these recalls
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and apologizes personally to
you, the Chinese people, and all
of our customers who received
the toys," Debrowski said.
Mattel ordered three highprofile recalls this summer
involving more than 21 million
Chinese-made toys, including
Barbie doll accessories and toy
cars because of concerns about
lead paint and tiny magnets that
could be swallowed.
The recalls have prompted
complaints from China that
manufacturers were being
blamed for design faults introduced by Mattel.
Debrowski acknowledged
that "vast majority of those
products that were recalled were
the result of a design flaw in
Mattel's design, not through a
manufacturing flaw in China's
manufacturers."
Lead-tainted toys accounted

for only a small percentage of
all toys recalled, he said, adding
that: "We understand and appreciate deeply the issues that this
has caused for the reputation of
Chinese manufacturers."
In a statement issued by the
company, Mattel said its leadrelated recalls were "overly
inclusive, including toys that
may not have had lead in paint
in excess of the U.S. standards.
"The follow-up inspections
also confirmed that part of the
recalled toys complied with the
U.S. standards," the statement
said.
Li reminded Debrowski that
"a large part of your annual
profit ... comes from your factories in China.
'This shows that our cooperation is in the interests of
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have thoroughly enjoyed being here and
all the activities the community has
offered, but we look forward to going
back to Milwaukee because our family
is still up there."
Bartling and his wife, Lois, will be
moving back home this week where he
will serve as vice president of operation

Mattel apologizes to
China for recall of toys

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
The Institute for International Studies at Murray State University hosted a Study Abroad Fair
Thursday in the MSU Curns Center. The fair gave students an opportunity to meet with representatives from each of the Study Abroad program available at MSU. Pictured above, Holly
Mowery, left, a junior biology/chemistry major from Murray discusses the Japanese Study
Abroad program with Chns Wiggins, a junior, telecommunications major from Paducah.
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his efforts that he enjoyed living and
working in Murray. He said he was
impressed with the Murray/Calloway
County community and the company's
relationship with employees and residents and would remember his time
here very well.
"We will miss Murray. It's been a
great ride here," he said, noting that the
community has a lot going for it. "We
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Tickets are available at B&IkT Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling (270) 7S3-M417 Of go on the web at wwwunitedwaymccori
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Road Closure Notice
A contractor for INC KCII1u4.I> transportation t'abinet plans to
Close Bniin Road in Calloway County at the intersection with the
New Ky 0 construction tone
Bnnn Road will be closed at 4 p.m. Sept. 26 and remain closed
overnight It is expected to reopen to traffic at approximately 6
m Sept 27
Motorists who regularly travel Bnnn Road in the area should
make ads dace alternate travel plans

The number is now held by the State Police,
Trooper B H. Moore said Thursday.
"He text messaged that and asked his
tnend if he wanted to buy some reefer,"
Moore said.
Another trooper who received the Inessage responded and set up a meeting. Moore
arrested Cadle on Wednesday night in the
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FARM BUREAU SPEAKER: Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray.
was the guest speaker at the Calloway Co Farm Bureau
Annual Membership meeting held recently Sen Winters gave
an update on the special legislative sessions and answered
various questions from Farm Bureau members

Mattel ...

Beshear leads ...
From Front
crnor to record a lower appros al rating Thai followed taitton's At UN-.% ledgement ot a sexual rela
tainship with a woman he had app )(flied to the
Kentucky Lottery Hoard
Hot her s term has been marked by a 16month insestigation into whether his administra

non improperly hired state workers based on polit
is al connections
A grand airy indicted Fletcher and 14 named
aides in the hiring probe Fletcher pardoned others
in his administration, and Attorney General Greg
Sturnhu dropped the charges against Fletcher in an
August 2006 settlement in which Fletcher
.1‘knov.'edged that the probe was justified.
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parking lot of a shopping center in South
Charleston.
Castle. of Cross Lanes, was charged with
delivery of a controlled substance and possession with intent to deliver.
He was being held Thursday in the South
Central Regional Jail.
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tae opening October 1, 2007 at the corner of 12th Street
The new foc ,li",/
will be one of the most technologically advanced
and Glendale R
outpatient rneria al facilities in the United States The facility will be fully digital
with advanced diagnostic. copooiirties We ore proud to offer our commitment
of romposi,onate and advanced medical care to got. ond your farm!),

From Front
Mattel. and both parties should
value our cooperation I really
hope that Mattel can learn lessons and gain experience from
these incidents," Li said, adding
that Mattel should "improve
their control measures."
Since this summer's recall,
Mattel has announced plans to
upgrade its safety system by
certifying suppliers and increasing the frequency of random,
unannounced inspections It has
fired several manufacturers.
Tests had found that lead levels in paint in recalled toys were
as high as 1 'OAK%)parts per million, or nearly 2(1) times higher
than the accepted safety ceiling
of 6(1) parts per million.
Mattel's shares tell from the
mid-$23 level following the tirst
recall in early August. reaching
as low as $2097 on Sept 10.
They hase since rebounded to
the mid 423 level again.
t'hina has become a center
tor the world's toy-making
industry, exporting $7.5 billion
worth of toys last year.

NEW ORLEANS (API —
Gulf Coast residents kept a
watchful eye and the oil industry
began making preparations
Thursday as forecasters warned
that a weather system swirling
over waters west of Florida
could make landfall as a tropical
storm over the weekend.
In storm -skittish Louisiana.
the governor declared a state of
emergency late in the day, putting the National Guard on alert
and school buses, ambulances
and evacuation shelter workers
on standby.
Conditions favor the lowpressure system becoming a
subtropical or tropical cyclone
within the next day,the National
Hurricasie renter said.-A-Coastal
flood watch is in effect through
Saturday. the National Weather
Service said.
The storm's path remains
uncertain, but "the general consensus" IS that it Will hit
between the mouth of the
and
River
Mississippi
Alabama's Mobile Bay, said
Sam Shamburger, a Weather
Service meteorologist. That's
about the same route Hurricane
Katrina took in 2005.
The system could make landfall early Saturday, said Mark

west
mair
Brid
Fnd
and

Smith, a spokesman for the
Louisiana Office of Homeland
Emergency
and
Security
Preparedness.
"With Louisiana still suffering from the ravages of Katrina
and having so many residents
living in travel trailers and
mobile homes, we feel it's pru
dent — at this time — less than
36 hours out from the onset of
landfall, to recommend the governor make the declaration,"
Smith said.
A tropical storm carries sustained winds of 39 to 73 mph. In
comparison, Katrina, which
killed hundreds of people and
flooded most of New Orleans,
made landfall as a Category 3
storm, with sustained winds of
at least III mph.
Oil industry workers have
left five production platforms in
the Gulf. and three drilling rigs
have been evacuated, according
Minerals
federal
to the
Management Service.
In Louisiana, officials wen:
taking no chances. Gov
Kathleen Blanco, in Spain on an
economic development trip.
ordered the state's Emergency
Operations Center to open, and
personnel will closely monitor
the weather.

AP

support He will be involved all
of the company's engine plants
which will require international
travel and -some great opportunities "
manager
plant
Brigg's
Rodney Bohannon said this
morning that Battling has con
tributes' a lot to the Murrav
plant's continuing success and
will he missed
"I wish Larry and Lois all the
hest as they move back to
Milwaukee to be closer to their
family." Bohannon said -Larry
did a great job in supporting
both myself and the Murray
plant and we continue to see
success here in Murray as the
result of his leaderahip
Bartling's position at Bnggs
will he discontinued in a company -wide eflort to reduce overhead and strengthen their company's market condition His
duties will he assumed officials
of Bngg's large engine disision
"We have reorganized a little
NC' Btshannon said "We e
eliminated one of our operations
in Rollo Sio . and that presents
a situation to where really we
nisi need to minimize our overhead all the way around and
I.arry is going to take on the roll
01 s ice president of operations."
Ranting replaced Joe Wright
as head of the Murray plant in
2004 to oversee the company's
new lawn and garden di% t‘son in
Port Washington. Wisc
Bulling was presiously a
Bnggs %ice president and general manager in Milwaukee before
his muse to Murray
Sian'writer Greg Trtnir contributed to this report
•
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La. residents
wary of Gulf's
developing storm

Calloway County Sheriffs Department
• A car radio was reported stolen at 10 52 a m Sunday on Ky
121 N A theft by unlawful taking case over $300 was opened
• A vehicle was reported overturned with passengers inside at 11
a m on New Providence Road
•A microwave was reported on fire at 11 26 a m on Valley Drive
Calloway County Fire-Rescue was notified
• Someone took gas out of a vehicle on Rieman Drive It was
reported at 11 09 p m Murray Police were notified
• An assault on Maple Street was refered to Graves County
authorities at 2 52 p m Monday
• An abandoned house was on fire at 2 39 a m Tuosday on
Airport Road
• Tires were reported stolen from an out-building on Coy Lane at
9 05 a m Tuesday A third-degree burglary case was opened
• Theft of documents was reported on Old Heritage Lare at 9 47
a m A theft by unlawful taking under $300 case was opened
• A radio was reported stolen from a vehicle on Mitchell Story
Road at 7 39 a m Wednesday A third-degree burglary case was
opened
•A shop on Mercy Drive was reportedly burglarized at 1052 a.m.
Wednesday
•Theft of identity was reported on Linzy Bean Lane at 11:04 a.m.
• CCFR was notified of a brush fire at 6 34 p m
Marshall County Sheriffs Department
• Joe M Cornwell. 63. Hardin was arrested Monday after a traffic stop and charged with operating a motor vehicle under the
influence of alcohoLdrugs A search also resulted in an additional charge of third degree possession of a controlled substance
upon the alleged discovery of pills identified as Methadone
• Robert A Price, 38. Hardin, reported Tuesday that someone
entered his residence and took tools valued at more than 1700
An investigation in continuing
— Information is obtained from reports
logs and citations from various agencies

(Th

Errant text message leads to drug arrest
SOUTH CHARLESTON, W.Va.(API -A man who thought he was asking a mend
about a drug deal instead sent a text message
to the state police and was arrested, authorities said
Joshua Wayne Cadle, 19, allegedly sent
the message Wednesday to a phone number
that used to belong to an unidentified tnend

Mir

Mike Winters sits in front of his crushed car as a RV sits atop
his car after a tornado touched down in Eustis. Fla., Thursday
night

Severe weather
strikes central
Florida overnight
EUSTIS, Fla.(AP) — Severe weather, including a possible tornado, damaged about 50 homes, shearing the entire second story off
one home. authorities said today
Radar indicated a 10(714d0 spun off from a storm system that
crossed through central Honda before spilling into the Gulf of
Mexico, touching down late Thursday night, according to the
National Weather Service. The system was being monitored Fnday.
with Gulf Coast residents and the oil industry making early preparations
One person suffered a minor cut, but no other injuries were
reported in the area about 10 miles northwest of Orlando. Lake
County sheriff's Sgt. John Herrell said
Herren said 20 houses were uninhabitable and about 30 other
homes have broken windows. debris from fallen tree branches or
roof damage He said the second story was shorn off one house. but
the residents escaped unharmed
Television news footage showed a boat overturned in a yard, a
toppled mobile home and downed trees About 300 people were
without electricity, but power was expected to be restored by sundown, officials said
Karen Seidule said the storm blew away the chimney and shattered nearly every window an the home she shares with her husband
and son The family was on the porch when the storm passed
through
"We were toting that if we hear that choo-choo train coming.
we'll know that it's bad," Seidule's son. Brett MacLaughlin. told the
Orlando Sentinel. retemng to the typical "freight train" sound that
tornadoes create
The late-night storm caused much less damage than the deadly
tornadoes that hit the same area in the early morning hours of Feb
2. killing 21 people and destroying hundreds of homes in Lake.
Sumter and Vtslusia counties
The storms were part of a loss pressure system centered off
Florida's Gulf Coast that could strengthen and bring rain and tropical storm-force wind along pans of the coast as early AA today, the
National Humcane Center said
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Kentuckians injured in Tenn. plane crash

James Robert Franklin

lames Ruben Franklin, 79, Murray. died Thursday. Sept. 20,
CH A FTAN00G A ,
Tenn.
2007. at his home. The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in LeDon
(AP)- All four people aboard a
Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home,Pans, Tenn. Burial will follow
corporate plane from Kentucky
in the Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris. Visitation will be at the funeral
that crashed in a shopping center
home from 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday and after noon on Sunday. Other
parking lot survived with the
information will be released later.
help of bystanders who helped
them out of the wreckage.
"I was shocked that no one
was killed," said Robin Flores, a
Chattanooga attorney who
4 a ea
11111104141119111Ise
rushed to the smashed twinengine plane that skidded to a
stop on top of a sports utility
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP) -- State officials say they will close a vehicle outside
a restaurant
western Kentucky bridge this weekend during evening hours so where he was eating dinner.
maintenance can be done.
Flores, a former policeman,
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet says the Wickliffe-Cairo said there was no fire in the
Bridge will be closed from 9 p.m. to 4:30 a.m. (Central Time) on crash just after 8 p.m.
Wednesday.,He said one occuFriday, Saturday and Sunday nights.
The Cabinet says a contractor will complete painting the bridge pant suffered a bloody head gash
but otherwise all four occupants
and state officials will inspect the structure.
The bridge crosses the Ohio River between Kentucky and Illinois were ambulatory.
Police also said no one was
and carries approximately 6,000 vehicles on U.S. 51, U.S. 60. and
seriously hurt on the ground as
-U.S. 62.
the plane struck several vehicles
in the busy commercial area
.arr
about five miles east of downtown.
The
Federal
Aviation
SHEPHERDSV1LLE, Ky.(AP)- Louise Ogborn sat on the wit- Administration was investigating Thursday, said Kathleen
ness stand, at times in tears.
She answered questions about being stripped, searched and sex- Bergen, a spokeswoman in
AP
ually assaulted for more than three hours in the manager's office of Atlanta.
Investigators were looking The wreckage of a twin-engine aircraft lies in the parking lot of a shopping center in
a McDonald's restaurant in Mount Washington, sometimes speaking
into whether the plane ran out of Chattanooga, Tenn., late Wednesday. Authorities said the private plane crashed as it prein detail. She talked about her life in the three years since that inci- fuel as it approached
to land at pared to land at Chattanooga Metropolitan Airport. At least four people were hurt.
dent.
Chattanooga
Metropolitan
The pilot, Gregory Jones, 47, flight from Alabama
"I lost my faith on Apnl 9, 2004." Ogborn said Thursday. "I Airport on a flight from
to SUV, which turned out to be
prayed and prayed, and it kept getting worse."
Birmingham, Ala., police Sgt. suffered ankle and back frac- Georgetown, Ky. Troy Turner unoccupied. Flores said that as:a
tures and was in good condition, said he was told the pilot began former policeman in Charleston.
The 2I-year-old Ogborn is suing McDonald's, claiming the fast- Jerri Weary said.
Ron Turner, 64, the owner of Barker said. He said both Daren having problems with fuel level S.C., he had worked traffic ace*,
food giant failed to warn her and other employees about a series of
hoax phone calls around the country where the caller sought to have Lexington. Ky.-based electrical Turner, who suffered back readings about 20 minutes into dents so he didn't think twite
injuries. and Mullen, who suf- the flight and just before the about helping.
an emploYee strip searched and sexually abused. Ogborn is also contracnngcompany Amteck of
- fered-a fractured thumb,-were crask_lights stoned_ f_14.stling."
• "It wasn't a big .deal. I just
Kentucky,
was
on
the
plane
With
suing former assistant managers Donna Summers and Kim Dockery.
Linda Turner said Jones is a thought it was the right thing
his son, company president also in good condition.
She is seeking $200 million.
A bystander who helped res- "hero. He saved my family."
do," he said."The first thing youi
Daren Turner, 40, and brotherSummers' former fiance, Walter Nix Jr., pleaded guilty last year in-law,
Some witnesses told police do is look for injuries."
Louis Mullins, 58, com- cue the plane occupants, medto sexually abusing Ogborn during the 2004 strip search and is serv- pany project manager John ical assistant Melissa Davis, said the plane was approaching the
Flores said he cut his hands
all four were conscious and talk- nearby runway at an unusually on broken glass and ruined a sua
ing five years in prison. Summers entered an Alford plea - mean- Dougherty said.
low altitude when it clipped a but was not worried about hi's
ing she did not admit guilt but acknowledged the evidence in the
Ron Turner was in guarded ing when they were rescued.
Ron Turner's wife, Linda, utility pole and slammed into at own safety until he felt the fuel
case-to unlawful imprisonment and was placed on probation.
but stable condition with several
dripping on him.
Ogborn spent much of Thursday on the witness stand in the high- fractures and a collapsed lung. and another of their sons, Troy least two unoccupied cars.
Flores. 48, said fuel dripped
"It was getting me wet, and
ceiling, recently built Bullitt County Courthouse. She testified for said Dr. Donald Barker, director Turner, told reporters Thursday
at the hospital that Chattanooga on him as he crawled under the then I was thinking what the he,LI
nearly six hours, almost twice as long as the hoax call, as attorneys of trauma services at Erlanger
was not a scheduled stop on the plane to see if anyone was in the am I doing here" he said.
sought to give the jury two different portrayals of Ogborn and her Medical Center said.
motivations for suing.
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KentuckylnBrief
Western Kentucky bridge to be
closed this weekend

Hoax victim testifies in civil lawsuit
against McDonald's

Fletcher says meeting with
faith-based groups not political
CARROLLTON. Ky.(AP)- Gov. Ernie Fletcher brushed off
criticism that a speech Thursday to some 300Iepresentatives 01
faith-based groups in Kentucky waindouriffilleilliVin•
"People don't want me to stop doing positive things just because
there's an election going on," Fletcher said after the speech in
Carrollton. "That would be a disservice."
Fletcher said the conference, dubbed the Gov.'s Summit on FaithBased and Community Initiatives, was put together at his request.
If I had done it a year ago, somebody probably would have
asked why are you doing it now," Fletcher said."We're doing it now
because we're ready to do it, and it's taken us a while to get it
together."
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear had questioned Fletcher's timing of the event, held just more than six weeks
before the Nov. 6 election. "As with many things that he's
announced lately, the timing seems to be appropriate for an election
year." Beshear said during a campaign stop in Louisville.

Lawmaker wants to let Ohio jails send -:
inmates to Kentucky, neighboring statesi
CINCINNATI (AP) - A
state lawmaker hopes to alleviate jail overcrowding with an
Ohio law allowing border counties to send inmates to jails just
across the state line.
The proposal would provide
more alternatives for Ohio counties like Hamilton-located on
the border with Kentucky - to
house overflow inmates from
crowded jails, said state Rep.
Tom
Brinkman
Jr.,
RCincinnati.
"Some counties in Ohio that
aren't on a state border may

have sic or sesen Ohio counties
surrounding them where they
may be able to house prisoners."
Brinkman said. -We need to
have the same type of flexibility
as those other counties that has e
more options."
Hamilton County borders
three Ohio counties Clermont, Warren and Butlerand is just across the Ohio River
from Campbell County in northern Kentucky, where inmates
could be housed if Brinkman's
bill is approved. Hamilton
County now houses about 300

E. Kentucky Power to pay $11.4
million penalty in clean air case
FRANKFORT. Ky. Al') -- East Kentucky Power Cooperative
ihas agreed to pay a fine of more than $11 million to settle alleged
violations of the Clean Air Act's acid rain program, the
Environmental Protection Agency said.
Federal environmental regulators filed a proposed settlement, in
which the power company agreed to pay $11.4 million over six
years. The EPA billed the proposal. filed Thursday in U.S. District
Court in Lexington. as the largest ever under the Clean Air Act's
acid rain program.
"We hope that this settlement provides the appropriate deterrent
value to others who might think about not meeting their acid rain
obligations," Adam Kushner, director of the EPA's Air Enforcement
Division. said in a telephone call.
The agency claimed two of the power company's generating
units at the company's William C. Dale coal-fired power plant in
Clark County. near Lexington, did not comply with the federal acid
rain program.
The company. based in Winchester. Ky., released a statement in
which it agreed to the settlement but maintained that it had complied
with the Clean Air Act. "It is critical for East Kentucky Power
Cooperative to put this costly, time-consuming litigation behind us
so we can focus on the future and on serving our members." Bob
Marshall. the power company's president and CEO,said in the statement.
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of its more than 1601 inmates in
Butler County
• ,"Ohio- law- doesn't say you
can't do this, bet the law does
say that jails where inmates are
housed must be inspected by the
Ohio
Department
of
Rehabilitation and Correction,"
Brinkman said. Brinkman
stressed that his proposal would
allow Ohio counties to house
inmates only in other state's
counties that are contiguous to
them. Brinkman. founder of the
Coalition Opposed to Additional
Spending and Taxes, opposes a
proposal on the November ballot to increase Hamilton
County's sales tax to raise

"
a
STOCK

money for a bigger county jail
'There are tarsal,sopti
overcrowdingthattlewenot
looked into," "
think it's a mistake
for a tax without weighing other
options."
The lawmaker is still drafting
the bill that he hopes could
become law as early as next
month. Hamilton
County
Commissioner Pat DeWinep
who also opposes the proposed
increase.
tax
supporti
Brinkman's plan. "I think it
would help alleviate our need
for more jail space and make
existing space available at #
much lower cost," DeWine saii4

MARKET REPORT

Investments Since 1854

A dormitory-style room where inmates sleep in the same
common area, housing 64 beds per room, per armed guard is
part of the Campbell County Detention Center facilities.
shown on Tuesday, in Newport, Ky. Ohio State Rep Tom
Brinkman, FR-Cincinnati, hopes to alleviate jail overcrowding
with an Ohio law allowing border counties to send inmates to
jails lust across the state line.
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Feeling good vs.
feeling better
In her latest plan to transform the American health Cafe
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton
invokes a word she usually reserves for abortion: choice It
sounds good. hut like all things Clinton, you have to look
behind the facade to discover reality.
There are some elements of Sen. Clinton's health care
proposal worth considering, especially the
idea that if you like your current health
insurance, you can keep it. And she says
this isn't about another big government
bureaucracy Really? Then why does she
acknowledge it will cost S110 billion arinu
ally and require tax increases for those
making more than S250,000? She doesn't
need a 'new' bureaucracy, but can use the
presenedystunctional one.
In assessing any presidential candidate,
Cal
'
s
one must first learn who that person is in
Thoughts order to determine whether the individual
By Cal Thomas is trustworthy. a high bar for every politiSyndicated
cian, regardless of party. Washington Post
Columnist
columnist Richard Cohen, a liberal. wrote
this about Sen. Clinton: 'The issue with
Hillary Clinton is not whether she's smart or experienced but
whether she has - how do we say this? - the character to
he president " lk then lists the various "-gates" and other
scandals with which she was either associated, or enabled,
during her husbands administration
Can Hillary Clinton be trusted to do what she says? Yes. _
when it comes to the tax increases she will impose on 'the
wealthy.' as one way to fund this non-bureaucratic bureaucracy As U.S News and World Report's James Pethokoukis
wrote. '.raising income taxes on Americans making 5200.0(X)
will bring in only S50 billion or so, which is already being
spent several times over by Democratic presidential candidates
What is it about the tree market system liberal. detest'
allowed Sen Clinton and her husband to rake in 520 million
in combined hook advances It provides Bill opportunities to
make sly figures on the lecture circuit. If the free market
works for them, why shouldn't it work for others' the
answer is that liberals want you to feel good so vutu will
%
for thorn Their policies Me based on emotion, not tact,
which often leads to disaster Ask anyone who put emotion
ahead of sound judgment in picking a marriage partner and
SOU get the idea
On ABCs '20120' last week. reporter John Stossel devoted one hour to health care Anyone who didn't see It should
go to ABC corn and read the surninatn.n Stossel showed
- what happens when perces for goods and MTV-ICC-4 are -forced
lower or offered tot free Demand increases, adding to wait
times anti lower quality in order to control costs When go%
eminent pays for health care as it will under the Clinton
plan for the estimated 47 million Americans who don t has e
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ill people wait

'In the I, tilted Kingdom, one in eight patients waits more
than a !rtal tor hospital treatment. noted Stossel.' and the
British poem/nem recently set its goal to keep wait times
In Canada, almost a million citizens
to less than 18 weeks
are waiting for necessary surgery and more than a million
Canadians can't find a regular doctor That s the future in
AfliCilk a OfKe gosernment establishes a lir111 foothold in
health care
Karl Rose. the former top adviser to President Bush and
a belle noir to liberals, penned an essay in fir V.011 1irret
Journal on how Republicans can 'win• on health kale ,
Among tither things. Rove proposes using the principles of
free enterprise, personal accountability, tax incentives trio( tax
intreasesi. portability of health plans and 1110re competition
It is ridiculous, he says, for medical procedures to cost one
-amount in one town and a much higher amount in another
-Pooling tisks will tosser costs, he argues. along with greater
Cost transparenty and stopping junk lawsuits that dose some
doctors out of business
Do we want the federal gosciiirlicnt having more control
over our health' When the costs get too large and the taxes
too high even for liberals the only 'choke' then will be
who gets care and who doesn't. One of the proposals aiee01111pausing Seri Clinton. ill-fated 1944 plan was the creation
of a board that would determine who gets • life saving operation and who dues not Do we want to go down that road
II'ward practical eugenics'
Some of this might make people feel good for the
moment, but in the end, they or their children and grandchildren, will feel sees, %cry had By then it will he too
late. because once a government program is established, even
failure is nor a reason ton its elimination
so Olt S1
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Many voters still undecided
powics T06%1
By Liz Siperri

PELLA, low
AP) -lust oft the quaint town
square, a pizza shop owner
and an employee took a
break to banter about politics
one recent late-summer day,
They did riot always agree.
hut like many others, found
common ground on their
preference for president
no one yet
"I ant turned off," Chad
Ver SteCg. a 42-year-old
Republican who runs the
Pizza Ranch restourant. He
lamented the mudslinging by
both parties and said. "I
don't look forward to this
election "
Added fellow conservative
Joel Ruisch. 36 "I haven't
followed it enough to even
come close to picking who
to support "
For all the time and
money that the candidates
base invested, a large number of osiers in each party
remains uncommitted or willing to change their minds
four months before voting
begins
More Republicans fall into
that category than Democrats
The difference reflects the
wide-open GOP race There
are several strong contenders
Rudy Giuliani. Fred
Thompson, Mitt Romney and
John McCain - but none
has emerged as the consensus of a dispirited Republican establishment
Conversely. the Democratic
field is more settled Hillary
Rodham Clinton has a sizable lead over her most formidable challengers. Barack
Otsama and John hiwards
Democratic voters hate indicated they are relatively
comfortable with their ...Notes Thus, more have picked
someone to hack
"It's all still sees fluid
Relatively few people have
focused a lot on this People

aren't fully committed yet:
said Andrew Kohut, a nonpartisan pollster and director
of the Pew Research Center
"Generally most people are
going to make up their mini
in the month of the primars
and some people make up
their mind in the last final
days
Nationally, an Associated
Pressipsos poll from last
week showed a sizable
chunk of Republicans. 22
percent. do riot support the
top candtslatcs oi fall into
the undecided category
Among Democrats. 12 percent have not locked in on a
person to back
Clinton is the Democraticleader in the poll, hut none
of the Republicans has
emerged as a clear front-runner, especially among key
voting groups like evangelicals. conservatives and men
State-specific surveys for
the Los Angeles
Times/Bloomberg last week
showed double-digit percentages of undecided Republicans and lkmocrats alike in
Iowa. New Hampshire and
South Carolina. Those states
arc among the first to hold
contests in the march to the
nomination
In Addition, about half or
more of the Republican and
Democratic voter. in each
state signaled that they still
might vote for someone else
All that is good news for
underdogs looking for opportunities to break out of the
pack.
Democrat John Kerry
learned the power of winning
over undecided sisters in
2094. All but dead Just a
few weeks before the Iowa
caucuses. Kerry courted late,
decoders and came from
behind to best early favorites
Howard Dean and Dick
Gephardt The victory gave
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UNDECIDED 11
Kerry the momentum to
become/the Democratic nominee.
Four years later. the 2008
race began extraordinarily
early but voter attention
remained low. Last December, as the first candidates
entered the race and others
prepared to follow suit, just
27 percent of people told
Pew they had given a lot of
thought to the candidates. By
July, after more than six
months of wall-to-wall campaigning, that figure had
only inched up to 34 percent.
"The public is grazing on
what they're hearing from
these campaigns. not really
taking it in and processing
it," Kohut said.
Gallup surveys from the
most recent presidential elections show ifs typical for
more than one in 10 people
to be undecided each September bet tire a primary season.
Direct comparisons are
difficult, however, given that
the 20014 race is the first
since 1928 in which neither
sitting president nor a vice
president is running for the
highest office This time,
there are no incumbents or
obvious heirs apparent pursuing the nominations, making
for the most solatile races in
decades
—In MM. Bush was the
Republican incumbent Kerry,
the eventual Democratic
nominee, faced several foes,
including Dean. Gephardt.
Edwards and Connecticut
Sen Joe Lieberman. Four
months before voting began
that year. 16 percent of
Democrats were undecided.
-In 2010. contested races
occurred for both the Democratic and Republican nominations Vice President Al
Gore battled Sen Bill
Bradley of New Jersey for
the Democrats' nod Just
after Labor Day, 18 percent
of Democrats identified
themselves as uncommitted
to either man On the
Republican side, the crowded
field included eatablichment
favorite Texas Gus George
W Bush and insurgent
Mt-Cain Among the GOP. 17
percent of voter. said they

weren't yet backing a candidate. ---In 1996, Bill Clinton
was the Democratic incumbent. Among Republicans,
Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas
ultimately emerged as the
nominee after beating back
several GOP rivals in a heated race. The September
before, roughly 13 percent of
Republicans said they were
undecided.
Recent interviews in Iowa
showed the scope of 2008
indecision,
Some voters said they
haven't tuned in yet while
others insisted they are put
off by the entire process
starting so early. A few who
have shopped around complained that they don't like
their options, and, thus, will
not support anyone until the
end.
"I Just haven't been paying much attention," said
Delbert Zwart, 60, of Hawarden, who showed up at the
Pizza Ranch on a recent
rainy weekday morning to
meet Republican Mike Huck abet.
Across the restaurant, John
Grandia, 66, of Pella. gave
his status: "I'm searching. I
haven't found someone who
fits the whole mold — from
his lifestyle to what he
believes in — of strong conservative positions."
Discontent appeared
among Democrats as well
but to a lesser extent.
"I'm not in love with any
of the Democrats," said
Philip Stanfield, 58. of
Cherokee, a former Republican who has voted Democrat
since 1992 and plans to participate in the Democratic
caucuses. "I would have
liked to have seen Al Gore
get in again. but I don't
think hes going to do it."
Just after Labor Day, Jody
Halsted, 36. of Akeny. toted
her two daughters — 1 -yearold Caelan and 2 I/2-yearold Brenna — to see
Thompson's first event as a
full-fledged candidate. She
had seen all the other
Republican candidates in per
son but remained uncommitted. saying she was looking
for a conservative who could
win in November
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Guild's Featured Artist Exhibition
will open Sunday at Miller Annex

6uenl . )
emind-ers
The following are remainders of events planned for the
coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
& Times:

Murray Art Guild's 2007 Featured Arts
Exhibition will open Sunday with a reception, open to the public, at 2 p.m. in the
community room of the Miller Annex, old
post office building at Maple and South
Fourth Streets, in downtown Murray.
The exhibition will include the work of
four longtime members of the guild, Margaret Crawford, Salle Guy, Cromwell Hauge
and Emily Wolfson. By featuring these
members, the Guild is paying tribute to
Jo's
its 40th anniversary. Hauge, a charter memDatebook ber, and others continue to support the
By Jo Burkeen
guild as well as pursue their creative work.
Community
The public is invited to attend the openEditor
ing ceremony on Sunday. The exhibit will
remain open during business hours through Oct. 3.

Angela Renee' Terrell, daughter of Charles and Edna Terrell of Cadiz, and David Mark Gordon, son of David and
Sunja Gordon of Murray, will be married Saturday, Sept. 22,
2007, at 2:30 p.m. at Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church. Cadiz. All
relatives and friends are invited.
Michelle Taylor, daughter of David and Verna Taylor of
New Concord, and Tommy French, son of Thomas French of
Camden. Tenn., and Sandy Smith of Murray, will be married
Saturday, Sept. 22, 2007, at 5 p.m. at Friendship Gardens. A
reception will follow at the Murray State University Cursis
Center ballroom. All relatives and friends are invited.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Photo provided

Debi Henry Danielson is shown with one of her rugs at a
meeting of Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's
Club.

Sara Pearl Felty, daughter of Bill and Virginia Case and
Mike and Libby Felty of Beaver Dam, and Robert Earl
Vaught, son of Sheila Vaught and the late George Vaught of
Central City, will be married Saturday, Sept. 22, 2007. at 5
p.m. at the couple's home at 647 Mercy Dr.. Hazel. All relatives and friends are invited.

Pet ID Clinic, Doggie Day Spa planned
The Humane Society of Calloway County and Murray State
University's Animal Health Technology/Pre-vetennary Club will
host a Doggie Day Spa Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Carman Pavilion, located on College Farm Road, directly
across from Calloway County High School. For more information call the Humane Society at 759-1884.
gDance

15-

New Beginnings will meet
'0:
.
, New Beginnings Support Group for people with incarcerao.tion related issues will meet Saturday at Westside Baptist
*:Church. A potluck meal will begin at 6:30 p.m. in room 25
•.(note change). After the meal the group, For Heaven's Sake,
a.will
present a concert in the gym. For questions or a ride call
.7.753-0156.

Hammack banquet Saturday
The sixth annual Dr. James W. Hammack Jr. Scholarship
Banquet will be Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Murray- State University Curtis Center ballroom. Dr. Larry J. Daniel, will be
speaker. The cost will be $40 per person and for information
call 809-2234.

1980s Wal-Mart group plans reunion

of

a

The
410 of
4 p.m.
Mathis
2560.

annual associates reunion of the 1980s Wal-Mart Store
Murray will have a reunion on Saturday from noon to
at Sirloin Stockade. For more information call Renee
at 1-270-437-4069 or Wanda Edwards at 1-270-382-

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Joy
Trio and Moreheads. There is no admission charge, but items
for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hounail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
II

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
ar-

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Genealogy class will be taught
ck
ohn

0
om
.on.

"Genealogy: How to Get Started" will be taught at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, by Susan Hussmami on Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the education room for
those 60 and older. Persons will learn how to get started on
'research. This will not be a computer centered class. A computer genealogy class will be offered as a follow up to those
who are interested at a later date. The center is located in the
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. To sign up
or for more information call Susan or Teri at 753-M29.

Angel Alert issued
An angel alert
has been issued
Center. Any one
Calloway County

an?

IIIA(
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a
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Sam & Ruby will perform
at Murray State tonight

Company will hold auditions

On Sunday at 1:30 p.m. the Jackson Purchase Dance Company will hold casting auditions for the Christmas production,
"Nutcracker," at the Centre of Dance, located in the Maple
%Center in Murray. The company is looking for high school age
todancers at local dance studios to perform in the Act I Party
b
.
Scene. Rehearsals are scheduled for Mondays from 4:15 to
t.6:15 p.m. beginning Monday. There is a $20 casting fee payable
JPDC. Interested dancers are asked to call Karen Balzer,
'0:artistic director, at 767-0579 for information, directions and
:.schedules.

for a standard size electric washer and dryer
by the Calloway County Family Resource
having these to donate is asked to call the
Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Hospital bed is needed
A hospital bed is needed for a local man in his apartment
Anyone having one to donate is asked to call 205-6283, 1270-354-6064 or 1-270-205-6090.

Alcoholics Anonymous lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meeting at 615
12th St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions
Branch Bank. The regular schedule is as follows. Sunday, 4
p.m.. closed, no smoking. '2 & 12 Study; Monday. 6 p.m.
closed, no smoking. 8 p.m. open. Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no
smoking; Wednesday. 11 a.m closed, no smoking. 6 p.m.,
closed, ladies meeting. 8 p.m., smoking. Thursday. 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Friday. 8 p.m. open. smoking. Fnday, 8 p.m.
open. smoking. new comers; Saturday. 8 p.m. open. smoking,
speaker meeting. For information call Mitch at 753-9320. Jeannie at 751-6197 or Chuck at 436-2552.

Boy Scout Council starts program
The local Boy Scout Council has started an engraved brick
program to be placed around the flag pole at the local summer camp on Kentucky Lake If you know of any Eagle Scouts
or anyone else involved in the local Scout program, have them
write to P.O. Box 487, Owensboro, KY 42302 or call 1-270684-9272 for information.

Terra Lynn Vance, daughter of Neil and Julie Stubblefield
and Terry and Christy Vance, all of Murray, and Nicholas
Heath Weber, son of John and Sherry Payne of Champaign,
and the late Fred Weber of Paducah, will be tnarried Saturday, Sept. 22,2007, at 4 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

So far during this inaugu- emotionally charged world of
ral season of the Lovett Live flawless harmony."
Onstage Concert Series, blueLovett Live Onstage mimgrass, alternative and country ics an "in the round" setting.
music fans have jammed with bringing the audience up close
some of their favorite up and to the artists performing on
coming artists.
stage. Featuring a coffeehouse
Photo v
led
Tonight at 8. the stage takes scene where fans relax at tables
Serving as hostesses for a meeting of Creative Arts
on a different scene as Sam and on couches situated around
Department of Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Jean
& Ruby entertains with an the stage. Lovett Live shows
Simmons, Sue Miller and Jo Crass.
ensemble of their style of pop. are selling out and drawing
folk and soul tunes.
acclaim from music fans across
Sam & Ruby were inde- the four state region.
pendently immersed in the
Tickets for Sam & Ruby
Nashville music scene when are $10. The stage seats NX).
Debi Henry Danielson, direc- Steely, chair; Jo Crass, vice they met in 1999 and were Fans are encouraged to purchase
tor of the Murray Art Guild. chair; Jane Blankenship, sec- struck with the feeling that tickets in advance or arrive early
presented the program at the retary; and Kay Ray, treasur- they were meant to record to assure a seat. To purchase
together. Some six years' lacer ,titkets go to www.tickelmasAugust meeting of the Cre- er.
ative Arts Dipartment of the
HOstestes"- for'itItu-Atigtist the soulful duo 'united-,for-the,-,”tericom.
,
,_L-8.7_149_47,44.73
Murray Woman's Club held at meeting were Jean Simmons, project.
or visit the box office at the
the club house.
Playing venues like the Regional Special Events CenSue Miller and Jo Crass.
"Rug Weaving" was the subThe department will meet House of Blues in New Orleans ter.
ject of the lesson by Daniel- Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the and college campuses across the
For more information on the
son.
club house with Vicky Holton, nation, Sam & Ruby say they Lovett Live series, contact
Serving as officers for the Martha Crawford and Kay Ray strive to reach a higher pur- either Jason Pittman or Mae
department this year are Freda as the hostesses.
pose with their music by giv- Flint at 809-5577 or visit
ing people stories and emotions that have been given to
•
The West Kentucky Pony Farm Road, approximately one them, such as life, love, loss,
understanding,
forgiveness
and
Puller's Association will spon- mine from the main campus
Theatres
hope.
sor a Pony Pull on Saturday of Murray State University.
They
record
Revfor
Artist
Chestnut
St
1008
at 9 a.m., at the Cherry AgriContact Allen Howard at
NO CHECKS
cultural Exposition Center.
(270) 302-1703 for more infor- olution under the Indic label.
Critics have described their
Admission is $5. The Expo mation.
SCHEDULEGOODTHRUSEPT.27
music as "a beautifully intimate.
Center is located on College

Danielson presents program
for Creative Arts Department

Pony Pull set for Saturday

moviesinmurray.com

Dog Adoption event will be at Disaster Blaster
The Humane Society of Calloway County's foster dogs will
be participating in the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross's Disastel Blaster on Saturday from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Lowe's
parking lot,
The foster dogs will be there
looking for their forever homes.
Come Meet Your Match! To

see some of the dogs that will
there,
be
go
to
www.forthepets.org, then to
Available for Adoption.
The Humane Society will
have information on keeping
pets and livestock safe whether
you are faced with an everyday emergency such as being
away from home later than
planned or disasters such as

tornadoes or gas leaks.
Guides for preparing an
emergency kit for each of your
companion animals will be
available.
For more information, contact the Humane Society, a United Way agency, at 759-1884
or
humanesociety@murrayky.net.

SHOwTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Good Luck Chuck
R-1:10-3:20-7:35-9:45

Mr. Woodcock
PG13-1:05-3.10-7:05-9:10

3:10 To Yuma
R -12:55-3:30-7'l0-9:40

The Brave One
R-1:20-3:55-6:55-9:35

Resident Evil: Extinction

Louisville speaker will address autism
PADUCAH, Ky. — FEAT
of Western Kentucky will host
Katie Carnazzo. M.A., who
will be giving a presentation
on social skills that will address
all age groups of children from
infancy to the teen years.
She will be speaking at the
Easter Seals West Kentucky
Child Development Center, 801
N. 29th St.. Paducah at 6 p.m.
on Monday. Oct. I.

/Ct Regatibutf\
idal CoaplizA
/
Melissa Stewart & Bradley Heath
Terra Vance & Nicholas Webber
Brandy Hamby & Derek Gordon
Julie Pntchard & Damon Cahoon

Carnazzo is the coordinator
of the Kentucky Autism Training Center in Louisville, which
is an affiliate of the University of Louisville. She has worked
with children who are on the
autistic spectrum for over 15
years.
She plans on addressing
issues such as specific social

impairments, how to target
social opportunities through
school and home, and how to
understand the steps involved
in setting up social skills groups
whether it is a lunch bunch
for young children or a get
together for teens.
For more information contact www.featofwesternky.org.
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of us are still afraid

since there is a genuine risk in doing so
- the other person may reject our love
Although this can be painful when it
happens, the only way to be worthy ot
love is to love, and like so many other social phenomena, love is a self-fulfilling prophecy. In situations when we are unsure whether someone loves
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and treat them as a good and trusted friend. Soon
they will be just that. Since others tend to live up

or

everyone and do our best to love all of God's creatures. When we do this, we might just find ourselves
agreeing with Will Rogers when he said that he never
met a man he didn't like. So

love boldly

and without

ieservafion.
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ChurchBulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Bethel United Methodist:
Clyde Rowland, lay speaker,
will speak about "Signs of the
End Times" with scripture from
Matthew 24:1-14 at the 9:30
a.m. worship service with
Bobby Rowland as liturgist.
Congregational youth will serve
as acolytes. Janna Schroader
will lead the music with Lavonia Rowland as pianist. Children's time will be by Susan
Evans and Happy Bynum will
serve as greeter. Sunday School
with Gary Evans as superintendent will be at 10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist: Bob Alexander, lay
speaker, will speak about "How
Are We Doing?" with scripture from Revelation 2:1-7,
3:14:22 at the 11 a.m. worship service with Bob Alexander as liturgist. Congregational youth will serve as acolytes.
Eddie Ramsey will lead the
music with Rita Culver, Janeen
Burkeen, Hansel Keith and
Eugene Dick as accompanists.
Children's time will be directed by Beth Morehead. Marcia
Crick will serve as greeter.
Sunday School with Joel Jackson as superintendent will be
at 10 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. On, pastor, will
speak about "The Great Confrontations in Discipleship" with
scripture from Matthew 16:1327 at the 10:30 a.m, worship
service and about 'The Great
Changes Required in Disciples" with the same scripture
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Tommy Scott is minister of
music. The choir will sing
"Days of Elijah" and Nathan
Herrin will present special
music at the morning service.
A min-concert by Herrin will
be at the evening service. Assisting will be Mark Morgan and
James Foster. deacons of the
week. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m. T-Ray Manley is
minister to youth and Shelly
Hams is minister to preschool
and children.
Grace Baptist Church: Bro.
L,eamon Blalock and Don
Rogers of the Gideons will
speak at the 10:45 a.m.worship service and Bro. Sammy
('unningham, pastor, at the 6
p.m. worship service. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Sherry Fortner, Oneida
White and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Eddie Morris will
give the children's sermon and
Brian Steward is minister of
youth. Charlotte Tynes will sing
at the morning service. Assisting will be Jimmy Hale, deacon of the week. and Walter
Bell, Bobby Hopkins, Monte
Stalls and Ashlee Heppe, ushers Sunday School will be at

9:30 a.m. and prayer meetings
at 5:30 p.m. The church sponsors "Experiencing Grace" on
Sunday at 6 p.m. on Radio
WVHM 90.5 FM.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about"God Opens Doors"
with scripture from Colossians 4:2-6 at the 9 a.m. worship service and about "God
Opens More Doors" with scripture from 2 Corinthians 2:912 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Leading the song service
will be Hayden Rogers at the
morning service and Kent
McCuiston at the evening service. Also assisting will be Garry
Evans, involvement minister,
Nick Hutchens, youth minister, John Miller, Rick McKenzie, Charles Olree, Dwaine
Rogers, Mark Rogers, Mike
Morgan, Steve Roberson, Chris
Satterwhite and David Shepcard. A short worship service
will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about "Seated on
High...He Raises The Poor From
The Dust" with scripture from
Psalm 113:5-7 at the 10:30
a.m. 17th Sunday after Pentecost worship service. Sunday
School and Adult Bible Class
will be at 9 a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about 'That's
Not Fair" with scripture from
Matthew 20:1-16 at the 10 a.m.
worship service and the University youth will be in charge
at the 5 p.m. worship service.
Assisting Sunday morning will
be Kim Alderdice, Vernon Gantt
and Bobby Bazzell. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "What Can 1 Do"
with scripture from 1 Timothy
2:1-6 at the 10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus is
minister of music with Julie
Warner, Donnie Hendrix and
Judith Hill as accompanists. The
chancel choir will sing "I Will
Keep My Eyes On You." Tom
Seipel Jr. will be installed as
the new director of children
and youth. Assisting will be
Chuck Jones, worship leader,
Doug VanderMolen and Helen
Campbell, elders, and David
Robinson, Fran Miller. Tommy
Durham, Eric Roberts and Teresa Nixon. diaconate.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will speak about "Get Out
of the Boat" with scripture
from Matthew 12:22-33 at the
9 a.m. worship service with
Tim Chaney as pastor's assistant. Elizabeth Brunn and Teela
Etheridge will serve as acolytes.

Children's church will be directed by Donna Maynard. The
choir, directed by April Arnold,
will sing "My Life Is in You,
Lord" with Renee Doyle. Pat
Brunn and Carla Halkias as
accompanists. Pat and Patricia Lea will serve as greeters.
Sunday School with Bob West
as superintendent will be at
10:15 a.m. in the family fellowship center. The Sunday
night Bible Study and GoshenKirksey youth groups will meet
at Kirksey United Methodist
Church at 6 p.m. during the
month of September.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about 'The Smart
Man - Good or Bad" with
scripture from Luke 16:1-13 at
the 11 a.m. worship service.
Camme Cain will direct the
music with Margaret Nell Boyd
as accompanist. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "Christians and
Healthy Grief 11" with scripture from 11 Corinthians 4:79, 16-18 at the early light worship service at 8:45 a.m. and
the traditional worship service
at 11 a.m. Dr. Pam Wurgler
is minister of music with Joan
Bowker as organist. The cnildren's choir will sing "More
Than the Stars" and Kathy Farrell Straub will sing a solo.
'They Could Not" at the second service. The Praise Team
will led the music at the first
service. Kristen Shepard will
give the children's message at
both services. Acolytes will be
Dylan Boone and Schafer Putz
with Leslie Boone as acolyte
parent. Worship leaders will be
Marcia Koenecke at the early
service and Jim Stahler at the
second service. The previous
week's worship service will be
televised on NewWave Channel 19 at 11 a.m, and on Murray Electric Channel 15 at
12:30 p.m. Sunday.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak from
scripture, John 3:16 at the 8:30
and 10:50 a.m. worship services. The World Mission Offering team will give the children's sermon and the Acteen
Recognition will be at both services. Mike Crook is associate
pastor of music with Margaret
Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accompanists. The sanctuary choir will
sing "Song for the Nations"
at the second service. Assisting will be David Parker and
Durwood Beatty, deacons of
the week, and Melissa Ray and
Debbie J. Bell. Sunday School
will be at 9:45 a.m., Hobby
and Craft Fair at 4 p.m.,
AWANA at 5 p.m., worship
and business meeting at 6 p.m.
and University Worship at 8
p.m. in The Net building,

Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "Who Needs the
Government?" with scripture
from Deuteronomy 16:18 and
18:8 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m.
worship services and about
"You Shall Not Steal" with
scripture from Exodus 20:15
at the 6 p.m. service. Dee and
Kathy Lipford will lead the worship services with Hazel Brandon, Susan Reynolds, Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunday School for all
ages will be at 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. The choir will sing "I
Bless Your Name" wtih Audrey
Ferguson as soloist and Bro..
Jeff Prater will sing "Who Am
I Medley" at the second morning service. Assisting will be
Bill Dale, deacon of the week,
and Ron James, Sunday School
director. Sunday School will
be at 9:40 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Pastor W. Ryker Wilson will speak
about"A Servant of God: Channels of Blessing" with scripture from I Peter 4:10 and
Romans 12:4-8 at the 11 a.m.
worship sgrvice and about 'TheFreedom of the Gospel: Not
License, But Freedom To Live"
with scripture from Romans 6:17 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Robert Houston is song
leader with Sharon Pierceall
and Jennifer Wilson as accompanists. Barry Thomas will lead
the Kid's Corner and special
music will be by Shy Untiehill at the morning hour. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
and Wednesday service at 7 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Bro. Glen Hill will
be the guest speaker at the 11
a.m. worship service. Frank
Coles is worship leader with
Sharon Myatt, organist, and
Karen Coles, pianist. Jennie
Dickerson; youth . director, wfill
give the children's sermon and
Joseph Cauthen and Sam Chrisman will light the morning
worship candles. The choir chorus will sing "Something Beautiful." Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m, and lunch will be
served after the worship hour.
Youth Night will be Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. with a meal
at 7 p.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "Huh?'
with scripture from Luke 16:8613 at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service. Todd E. Hill is choir
director with Lee Kem as
pianist. Jessica Arnold, flutist,
will play "Simple Gifts."
George Kipphut will be liturgist and Ann and Jerry Stanley and Roger and Stefani Weis
will be ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.

What would Jesus say about griping and complaining?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
Question: There's a lot
of griping and complaining
among people I know, even
among some Christians.
What do you think Jesus
would do about this problem?
Answer: Although grumbling ignping) and complaining are often synonymous, it
is possible to make a distinction between them.
When there is a legitimate
reason for complaint about
what is happening in life, it
is appropriate that people of
faith would cry out to the
Lord In the midst of his
terrible and unexplained suffenng. Job cried out. 'Therefore I will not keep silent. I
will speak out in the anguish
of my spirit. I will complain
in the bitterness of my soul"
(Job 7:11: cf. Job 7:13:
9:27: 21:4: 23:2). Answering
Job from out of the storm.
God questioned Job's ability
to comprehend His ways
But God never rebuked Job
for complaining
In a similar way. David
cried out in a moment of
loneliness and fear. saying,
"I cry aloud to the LORD. I
lift up my voice to the
LORD for mercy I pour
out my complaint before
him, before him I tell my
trouble" (Psalm 142:1-2) To
complain to the Lord in

times of suffering, danger
and distress means we trust
in him as the one who cares
for us and who can actually
do something about what is
happening.
On the other hand, grumbling indicates a lack of
faith in the way God manages our world. For example. when the Israelites
grumbled against the Lord
while on the way to the
Promised Land, God became
angry and turned them back
into the wilderness for forty
years (Numbers 11 dr /4).
Experiencing God's loving
protection and provision of
daily manna for bread was
not enough for them
Instead, we are told, -The
rabble with them began to
crave other food, and again
the Israelites started wailing
and said, 'If only we had
meat to eat' We remember
the fish we ate an Egypt at
no cost-- also the cucumbers.
melons, leeks, onions and
garlic" (Nwttbers 114-5)
Referring to the grumbling
of the Israelites, the New
Testament warns. -And do
not grumble, as some of
them did-- and were killed
by the destroying angel
These things happened to
them as examples and were
wntten down as warnings for
us, on whom the fulfillment

of the ages has come" Ii
Corinthians 10:10-11). In a
letter to another group of
Christians, the writer says,
"Do everything without complaining or arguing, so that
you may become blameless
and pure, children of God
without fault in a crooked
and depraved generation. in
which you shine like stars in
the universe" (Philippians
2:14-15).
I believe we can conclude
from the above that there
can be legitimate reasons to
cry out for mercy and help
to God or to those in positions of responsibility. To
take these complaints to the
Lord reflects a degree of
faith in him. But to engage
in meaningless grumbling,
murmunng or griping reflects
a lack of faith in C,od•s sovereign control over the

world.
What can you do about
grumblers and complainers?
First, patiently listen to
determine if there is a legitimate reason for complaint.
If so. then do what you can
to help with the problem.
At least you can pray with
the person and offer encouragement. But be careful
that you do not become
infected by the spirit of
meaningless grumbling.
Demonstrate a trust in God's
power and wisdom by your
words and life. As opportunities come, speak to the
grumblers about the life of
faith, hope and joy in Christ
Jesus our Lord. Jesus put it
this way, "In this world you
will have trouble. But take
heart! I have overcome the
world" (John 16:33).
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Journey Baptist
Church plans project
a urday to help
families in need

s

t

On Saturday, The Journey
Baptist Church is asking you
to be a hero. The Journey will
be set up between I and 5
p.m. at selected locations to
collect hygiene products for
families in the local community.
By stopping by one of the
stores you can help your hometown in a big way. Volunteers
will be located at Wal-Mart,
Kroger, Big Lots, Walgreens
Pharmacy, Rite Aid Pharmacy,
CVS Pharmacy, Family Dollar
and Food Giant.
Customers will receive a card
at the door with suggested donation items. While shopping, sunply purchase an item or two
and return it to the volunteers
when leaving.

The Journey Baptist Church
will then deliver the products
to Need Line where the donations are distributed. Donations can be taken at any time
by calling Need Line at 7536333.
The Journey Baptist Church
offers two identical services
every Sunday at 9:45 and 11
a.m. The church meets on the
third floor in the Murray State
University Curris Center, Chestnut Street.
The Heroes Project is a campaign to bring hygiene products to 400 families in the
Murray and Calloway County
community.
For more information on the
Heroes Project or the Journey
Baptist Church at 761-4403.

In Our

CHURCHES
Palestine Methodists will
begin revival on Sunday
Palestine United Methodist Church will have revival services beginning Sunday and continuing through Tuesday.
The speakers for services at 7 p.m. each night will be
Richard Dowdy on Sunday, Don Carver on Monday and David
Allbntten on Tuesday.
A fellowship potluck will be Sunday at 5 p.m.
The church invites the public to attend any and all services.

Owens Chapel Baptist
schedules homecoming
Owens Chapel Baptist Church will celebrate its 104th year
with homecoming on Sunday.
Bro. Calvin Wilkins will be the speaker at the II a.m. service.
This will be the last year that the services will be held in
the old building as the church will be moving to a new facility in the future.
Lunch will be provided at noon.
A gospel singing in the afternoon will feature The Owens
Family from Paris, Term.
The church is located at 6504 Airport Road on Ky. 783
North.
Bro. James Stom, pastor of the church, invites the public
to attend this special day of worship at this 104th year celebration as a church.

Sugar Creek Baptist Church
plans homecoming Sunday
Sugar Creek Baptist Church of Murray will have its annual homecoming on Sunday.
Bro. Scott Bidwell, former youth minister of the church,
will be the speaker at the II a.m, worship service. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
A potluck meal will be served immediately following the
morning service, followed by a gospel singing featuring The
Mc Kendrees.
The Rexroat family has presented a quilt to the church that
was handmade by the ladies of church when the late Bro. J.H.
T hurrnan was pastor from the mid 1930s to the early 1940s.
Each lady who stitched a block of the quilt has signed her
name on the quilt. It will be on display, so please come and
help the church identify some of the names.
The church is located two miles off Ky. 94 East on Faxon
Road, Murray. Pastor is Bro. Darrell Walker and youth minister is Christopher Hines.
For those in need of transportation, call Gerald Walker at
753-7560.

New Mount Carmel Church
homecoming on Sunday
New Mount Carmel Baptist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday.
Bro. Sammy Cunningham. pastor of Grace Baptist Church
and former pastor at New Mount Carmel. will be the speaker at the 11 a.m. worship service.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m A fellowship meal will
follow the morning service.
A gospel singing at 1:30 p.m. will feature The Grants from
Wingo and Teddy Futrell of Murray.
All members, former members, and guests are invited to
attend. The church is located on Ky. 121 South, past New
Concord.

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry
A full time position is available at 1400+ member vibrant church located
in Murray. Kentucky This person will pin laity and staff in a team ministry The Director, working with the Children's Council. will provide oversight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will he a
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
skills Salary will be negotiated per expenence
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references, to Rev Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street Murray. KY 42071
No pbuoe contacts. please Inquiries regarding the position and/or benefits
may be made by email to painitemigriyfirsisony Persons may also vislt
OUT website at www.murrayfirst.com The
deadline for application
October 1. 2007
I

First Unitcod Mothodist Church
503 Maple 9. • Murray, KT 42071
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Report: Surgeon who lost Mass.
license kept working in Illinois
CHICAGO (AP) — A surgeon who was prohibited from
practicing in Massachusetts last
year after being accused of
"grossly" substandard care
worked at a southern Illinois
veterans hospital until last
month, according to a published
report.
Dr. Jose Veizaga-Mendez
surrendered his Massachusetts
license in July 2006 after a state
regulatory board accused him of
providing unacceptable care to
seven patients and of failing to
report malpractice cases, the
Chicago Tribune reported in
Thursday editions.
Veizaga-Mendez resigned
from the VA Medical Center in
Marion last month, shortly
before the hospital suspended
inpatient surgeries because of a
spike in post-surgical deaths.
The Veterans Administration
confirmed
Veizaga-Mendez
worked at the facility, but
declined to give further details
on him, including whether he is
part of the investigation.
The hospital has reassigned
or placed on leave four officials

at the hospital, including the it concluded.
chief of surgery. Patients requirState medical boards were
ing surgery are being referred to notified of Veizaga-Mendez's
nearby hospitals.
license status in a national alert
A telephone listing for July 2006. The
Illinois
Veizaga-Mendez could not be Department of Financial and
found Thursday.
Professional
Regulation
A Massachusetts report from launched an investigation and
May 2006, based on peer review state officials have held a preand state authorities, detailed liminary meeting consider if the
seven alleged medical malprac- surgeon's Illinois license should
tice cases involving Veizaga- be revoked. Another meeting is
Mendez.
scheduled for next month.
Among them was one in
VA officials said they comwhich Veizaga-Mendez treated plete background checks on
a 58-year-old man who died doctors before employment.
after a procedure for gastroeIn a statement to the Tnbune,
sophageal reflux. The report the VA said, "All verifications
said, "the standard of care was are obtained and considered
grossly unmet in this case." The along with the results of queries
2003 case was settled before it to the National Practitioner Data
went to trial.
Bank/Health Integrity and
The report also alleged Protection Data Bank, as well as
unnecessary surgenes, improper the Federation of State Medical
surgical methods and misdiag- Boards Disciplinary Alert
noses.
Services prior to the granting of'
"Many of these complica- privileges."
tions could have been avoided
The VA Medical Center in
by sound judgment and adher- Marion treats veterans from
ence to surgical fundamentals ... southern Illinois, southwestern
This should be addressed to pre- Indiana and western Kentucky.
vent injuries to future patients,"

Candidates focus on seniors at forum

,
AP
AN HONOR: Woikers piece a steeple atop New Life Wesleyan Church ita West
Monroe, La. This is the first steeple for the about 50-year-old congregation. Parishioners collected the funds for the steeple to honor two of the church's founding members — William and
Joyce Fleming. The couple celebratestheir 60th wedding anniversary on Sept. 29.

•

DAVENPORT, Iowa(AP)— Five Democratic
presidential candidates pledged during an AARP
forum Thursday night to spend more on health
"care and bolster retirement programs crucial to
politically potent seniors.
All five pledged to protect Social Security,
revamp Medicare's prescnption drug program and
expand home health care programs. They also
promised to provide universal health care but
rejected a Canadian-style single payer plan.
Former Sen. John Edwards sounded his theme
that lobbying by big drug and insurance companies has blocked efforts to expand health coverage, a dig at rival Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
whom he has accused of taking campaign money
from those industries.
"They stand between America and the universal health care we need," Edwards said. "We desperately need a president who is not working on
compromising with these people."
Clinton did not respond directly but touted her
experience of working throughout her career to
expand health care.
"I've been working to achieve quality affordable health care for all those years," said Clinton,
who earlier this week unveiled her plan for universal health care. "This is a system that, unfortunately, makes a lot of money for a lot of. people."

In one of the liveliest exchanges of the debate,
Delaware Sen. Joe Biden dended Clinton's claim
of experience.
"I love Hillary Clinton. I'm getting beat up for
saying some nice things about her," he said. But
"let's be frank about this. What's changed to make
you think Hillary is going to be able to put together the 15 percent of Republicans" who will be
needed to enact any overhaul of the health care
system?
New Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson said he'd
focus on preventative health care and on building
new efficiencies into the system.
"I don't think we need to create a lot of new
bureaucracies," he said.:
Connecticut Sen. Chris Dodd also touted his
experience in Congress, which includes sponsorship of the Family and Medical Leave Act.
"I've had 25 years of getting Republicans and
Democrats to work together," he said. Dodd
argued that bipartisan efforts are need to get anything accomplished when Congress is so narrowly divided.
Biden said he's demonstrated the ability to
stand up to insurance companies.
•
--"It really is going to take someone who is
going to be able to take on the insurance industries," he said.

•

COME MEET
Leigh Amu Florence,
Woody, Chloe 6Illustrator James Asher
at the Calloway County
Public Library
on Thursday, September 27
from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
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rExperience Is vital in
medicine, and so Is access to a team
of fellow professionals. Dr. Burnett
knows that her patients will have
two doctors standing by, with a third

physician who can be there almost
as quickly as )us can nuke a pot of
coffee..That's true 24 hours a day.
every day Of evetY Year.
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Jena 6 rallys evoke civil rights era
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Unwanted calls
The number ot americans
registry«, on tne National Do

Telemarketer calls
could return when Do
Not Call list expires
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (API
The cherished dinner hour void
of telcmaketers could sanish
next year for millions of people
when phone numbers begin
dropping off the national Do
Not Call list
frade
federal
The
Commission. which 4isersces
the list. says there is a simple
fix But 10111C 1.1% makers think it
is a hassle to expect people to
re-It-grater Then phone nutnhera..
't•
every five years
Numbers placed on the reg
miry. begun in June 20114. are
valid for five !o Ca`, for the toillions of per pie who signed onto
the list in its eallS ti.11.s. their
numbers will automaticalls drop
off beginning nest June it they
do riot carnal again
it is. inc trdit*, quick and
easy to do.' lathe Parries, direc •
tor of the
bureau of con
sumer protection. said in An
inters lea with the Associated
Press this week "It was so ca'.',
for people to sign up in the first
instantc It will he rust as casv
fra them to re up"
Hut Rep kfike Doyle. D-PA
aays people ski.suld nut be lurced
to rc regaster to keep tele-ourketers at bay Doyle introduced
legislation this week, with
bipartisan support. to Mahe mitt strati(in permanent
"When someone takes the
tune And effort to say I don't
want these kinds of calls coming
into my house.' they shouldn't
base to keep a calendar to find
out when they have to re-up to
keep this nuisance from happening," Doyle said in an interview
The FTC built the toe Sear
expiration date into the progtain
to account tor changes. such as
people who muse and 'witch
their phone number, Panics said
Isosle, howescr. points out
that the list is purged each
month rit numbers that have
been disconnected And reassigned to new customers
People can register their
home,and cell phone numbers or
file complaints at *NM donotcall gov or fis calling I MI382-1222
The registry prohibits telc•
marketers front calling phone
number's on the list Companies
face fines of up to 511.000 for
each siolation
Organirations engaged in
chantable. political or survey
*OA Are eSetrlie Companies
that have an established business relationship with a customer al.. 01.45 call (tic up to 18
months after the last purchase.
payment or aeliscry
In the first week of the program. people signed up la million numbers The registry now
has more than 149 million
phone numbers
think it s tant•sta said
Bonnie Darling of Arlington.
Vi Darling placed her name on
the list this year after being
flooded with calls from nailing
companies. chimney sweeps and
construction businesses She has
not heard from those companies
in months
Darting is not worried about
the fiseyeat expiration She
said she etpects it to he just as
ea's to register as it was• COY* months ago
The /Tt plans a consumer
eduk own program next spring
on lfle re registratawi process
Sh Tule polls have shown
sumers reporting far fewei
unwanted phone calk. SOTe
telernarketers continue to ii
late the law
Since the regittry began. the
government has filed cases

fr ridas, September 21, 2007•

agaillst 41101C than 40 companies. resulting in $8.8 million in
0%11 penalties and 514.6 million
in redress to consumer's and forfeitures,
Most of the penalties were
paid by satellite television
provider DirecTV Inc.. as part
of the largest settlement in the
program'. history
DirecTV agreed to pay $5.3
million in December 2005 to
settle charges that it and several
-Jelemark,etang companies it
hired had called numbers on the—
list The company said then that
it had stopped working with
those telernarketers and taken
steps to avoid calling numbers
on the list
lelentarketers Are required to
pay An annual subscription fee
to_acce•.
- the
those
numbers can he blocked horn
their dial-out programs the
companies also must update
their own calling list. esery Al
days to ensure there Arc nil numhers from the registry on them
The annual subscription fee
for the list costs $62 for each
area code. with A 01:121fIlUITI cost
of SI 7,050 for access to All U.S

FR. fist so

JENA, La (API — It had
many of the signs of the early
civil rights protests — militant
slogans, upraised clenched fists
and multitudes of police -- but
none of the hate and feardrenched campaigns in Selma,
Little Rock and Montgomery.
Thousands of protesters
descended on this tiny central
Louisiana town Thursday, rallying against what they SCC AS a
double standard (if justice for
blacks and whites.
But unlike the protests that
became landmarks for civil
rights when fire hoses and
police dogs greeted demonstrators, the rally to support six
black teenagers charged in A
school fight had a festive yet
laid-back air
The plight of the so-called
Jena Six, a group of black teens
initially charged with attempted
murder in the beating of a white
classmate, became a fiashpoint
for one of the biggest civil tnghts
demonstrations in years.
Old-guard lions like the
Revs. Jesse Jackson and Al
Sharpton joined scores of college students bused in from
Across the nation who said they
wanted to make a stand for
facial equality WM as their parents did in the 1950s and '60s.
But while those early protesters dodged police batons and
were insulted by the white population, demonstrators on
Thursday petted police horses,
chatted with officers and posed
by the Jena Police Department
sign.
"It was a big event for us,"
said Donna (*lark. who traveled
from Atlanta with her husband
and tour young daughters. "We
got matching T-shirts and drove
all night It's exciting and I think
the girls can say later they were
part of history."
People began gathering
before dawn: state police put
attendance between 15,0(X) and
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The FTC reported this yeal
that 6.824 companies and other
entities paid 521 7 million in
lees to act.Css the databast* iii
fiscal year 2006. All told,
15,21M entities &IVO paid SW
million an fees to iit:CCS% the
database since the program'.
inception
Most of the tees charged by
the government arc used to suppoet the Do Not Can program
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Pomona Pitzer student Sol Estin, 18, right, holds a sign of support for the Jena 6 while Jordan
Eboreime, of Harvey Mudd College. walks along side during a silent protest march through the
Claremont colleges in Claremont, Calif., Thursday.
20,0(X), though orgaruters said
the crowd WAS much larger.
Law enforcement officials
said the biggest problem was the
heat.
"It's been a very peaceful and
happy crowd," said Sgt. Julie
Lewis of the Louisiana State
Police. "Really these are very.
Yery nice people. They are_welcome in Louisiana any time"
The only strident note came
at the end of the rally when a
group of Black Panthers took
the microphone and led the
crowd in chants.
"We're nonviolent when people are nonviolent with us," one
speaker said. "We're not nonviolent with people that Are violent with us."
Jena residents, resentful of

the massive protest in their little next day. Three white students
town and the racist label were suspended but not crimistamped upon them, were scarce nally prosecuted. LaSalle Parish
during the demonstrations. District Attorney Reed Walters
Businesses closed, and so did said this week he could find no
the library, schools, city offices state law covering the act.
and the courthouse.
The incident was followed by
"I don't mind them demon- fights between blacks and
strating," said resident Ricky whites, and in December a white
Coleman. 46, who is white. "I student, Justin Barker. was
believe in people standing up for -knocked UOCORSCIOUS on school
what they think is right. But this grounds. According to court tes•
isn't a racist town,"
timony, his face was swollen,
The cause of Thursday's and bloodied, but he was able to
demonstrations dates to August attend a school function that
2006, when a black Jena High night.
School student asked the princiSix black teens were arrestpal whether blacks could sit ed. Five were originally charged
under a shade tree that was a fre- with attempted second-degree
quent gathering place for murder — charges that have
whites. He was told yes. But since been reduced for four The .
nooses appeared in the tree the sixth was booked as a juvenile.

IIII Delaware State ...
From Front

NEW
RSE

• ,

SooRCE Emu

AP

ical education and sports management, said he had felt the campus
Was safe
_
At the start of the NIT serrieiter, the campus community held a
memorial service for three students and an incoming student Shot
execution-style Aug. 4 as they hung out at an elementary school in
their hometown of Newark, N.J. Natasha Acrid. 19; her brother.
Terrance Aerie'. 18. and Dashon Harvey, 20, were students. totem
Hightower, 20. had planned to attend Delaware State this fall
Natasha Aehel. the only survisor, helped police identify six suspects who have been arrested.
Delaware State was established in 1891 as the State College for
Colored Students It had about 3,690 students last year. The 400acre campus is in the northern section of Dover. across the street
from the racetrack
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GOLDEN EAGLES 48, RACERS 24

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

if's And's & But's
MISSED SCORING
CHANCES FOIL
RACERS AT TTU

1
t

LAKERS SCORE 2-0
VICTORY OVER ST. MARY
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. - Calloway County
boys' soccer team scored a 2-0 victory over
St. Mary Thursday night, scoring both
goals in the second half.
The win got the Lakers (3-6-1, 0-6-1
Second District) back on track after
Tuesday's 5-2 loss at the hands of rival
Murray.
St. Mary (1-10-1, 0-6-1 First District)
continued to struggle and was shut out for
the sixth time this season.
Calloway controlled possession from the
get-go, but missed some scoring opportunities early in the first half. The Lakers outshot St. Mary 31-6 and Calloway goalkeeper Keaton Pierce recorded two saves.
Calloway County got on the board with
37:13 left in the second half on a goal by'
Daniel Hopkins, assisted by Joseph Kelly.'
Kelly found the back of the net himself just
under the 15-minute mark on an unassisted
goal, padding the Laker lead.
The Lakers return to action Saturday
when they travel to Hopkins County
Central for the Stcnin. Tournament.
Calloway will square off against Todd
County Central (4-3-0) at noon Saturday
and will face either Hopkins County
Central f3-8-l) or Muhlenberg North (5-4-;
3) at 4 p.m.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
It head coach Matt Griffin could take
Away the second quarter, his Murray State
squad would have played a competitive
game at Tennessee Tech in Thursday night's
Ohio Valley Conference opener.
As it was, however, Tech's offense
exploded in the second period and Murray
State's failed to capitalize on several sconng
opportunities.
, The homestanding Golden Eagles
outscored the Racers 24-3 in the quarter en
route to a commanding 48-24 victory over
Murray State at Tucker Stadium, but it wasn't for lack of opportunities for the Racers.
The Racers had a chance to tie the score
at 14 early in the quarter with 1st-and-goal
from the 4-yard line. But a Tennessee Tech
defender got to quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt in
the backfield and forced an ill-advised pass.
which was picked off by Tech defensive
back Maurice Smith.
"It was a mistake," Griffin said of the
interception. "It's the kind of mistake you
can't Make, but even so, we've got to rally
and keep them pinned back there, but we let
them get down the field. When those things
happen, it's hard to win."
The Golden Eagles then drove 91 yards
down the field and scored on a 39-yard
touchdown strike from Josh Lowery to
standout receiver Larry Shipp.
Murray State had another scoring chance
on their next drive when Ehrhardt tossed a
long pass into the end zone and into, and out
of. the hands of wideout Rod Harper.
"We had a chance to get back within
seven points and get the momentum back,"
Oriffin said. "But that's just the way tonight
tent. West shame."
..* Tennessee Tech responded by putting
together a 98-yard scoring drive this time,
which culminated in another Lowery to
ihipp touchdown pass to put the Golden
Eagles ahead 28-7.
Iliong scoring drives by Tech and the
•See RACERS,2B

PREP VOLLEYBALL
ROUNDUP

Local squads
split matches
Thursday
CALLOWAY CO. BEATS
FULTON CITY;
MURRAY HIGH FALLS
TO DISTRICT FOE CFS

giliniegi
SUMMISS
OVC(Overall)
School
Eastern Illinois
1-0 (1-2)
Tennessee State

1-0

(2-1)

Tennessee Tech
Samford
SEMO
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville St.
Austin Peay

1-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1

(3-1)
(2-1)
(2-1)
(1-2)
(1-2)
(0-3)
(2-1)

Murray State

0-1

(1 -3)

rpnnessen-Martin

Last night
Tennessee Tecr 441 Murray Stele 24
Saturday
leciscrede Stale ya EmsIsre Kentucky 2 p
Indere Salle re Esteem
Pp Jr,
4,ter Posy
Tenresegmedlaren
D
Southern U ys Tennessee Stale
p
swntoni
Sourrast Missoun Stale 6 p

CCHS
shuts out
Vikings

TONY MARABLE Herald-Citizen

Defensive back Taylor Lanigan goes up for an interception in the end zone in the fourth quarter of Murray
State s loss at Tennessee Tech. The pick was Lanigan's second of the season and MSU's seventh.

ARKANSAS vs. No. 21 KENTUCKY
SATURDAY —5 P.M. — ESPN2

A Potent Blend
UK LOOKS TO DEFEND RANKING WHILE TRYING
TO STOP HEISMAN CANDIDATE MCFADDEN

:ARKAN5
BUTCH DILL AP

Arkansas running back Darren McFadden (5) will look
to bounce back after a stunning defeat last week to
Alabama when the Razorbacks host Kentucky
katurday night

LITTLE ROCK (AP) —
The quarterback is closing in
on a record, and the school's
Web site is advertising shirts
touting last week's win over the
big in-state rival.
These are exciting times
for No. 21 Kentucky —
and coach Rich Brooks
doesn't want them to
end.
"1 told my team all
along that we're in a
marathon. not in a Sprint."
Brooks said. "I'm pleased
that we're ranked — where
we're ranked is not as significant as that we're ranked. The
hard thing is to stay there."
The Wildcats are ranked by
the AP for the first time since
the final 1984 poll They'll
travel to Arkansas to play the
Razorbacks on Saturday night
in Fayetteville. It's a fitting
matchup for Kentucky because
Arkansas was last year's big

upstart in the Southeastern
Conference — the Hogs moved
into the Top 25 in October and
didn't fall out until after last
weekend's loss at Alabama.
Kentucky (3-0) is the last
team to start SEC play this year.
but the Wildcats have been tested. They beat Louisville 40-34
last weekend on Andre
Woodson's last-minute touchdown pass.
Woodson has now gone 257
passes without an interception.
14 short of the major college
record set by Fresno State's
Trent Diller. Naturally. Brooks
is worried about jinxing him.
"Usually when you start
talking about it is usually when
it ends," he said.
Woodson will face an
Arkansas secondary that is still
smarting from last week's 4138 loss at Alabama. The
Razorbacks (I-I, 0-)) rallied
from a three-touchdown deficit

to lead 38-31, but lost when
John Parker Wilson threw his
fourth TD of the game with 8
seconds left. Dependable safety
Michael Grant was moved to
cornerback this week.
The Razorbacks haven't
been lacking for offense,
though. Darren McFadden ran
for 195 yards and two touchdowns last week — and could
have done more if he hadn't sat
out toward the end with a slight
concussion after 33 carries.
Arkansas has another temhc
option in running back Felix
Jones, but coach Houston Nutt
says it's hard to resist giving the
ball to McFadden as often as
possible.
"What's difficult is when
you're standing on the sideline,
and you know that your best
player gives you the best
chance to win." Nutt said. "If
he's healthy, he gets better as
•See NUTT,29

Staff Report
Local prep volleyball teams took a split
in action Thursday night.
Homestanding Calloway County (9-9)
defeated Fulton City (8-4) in two games,
25-14 and 25-16, bouncing back from
Tuesday's loss to Community Christian.
The win got the Lady Lakers back to .500
with six games remaining in the regular
season.
Lexie Watson led Calloway with eight
points, two kills and three aces. Teala
Penick dished out seven assists and contributed six points, three kills and an ace.
Bnttnee Deitz added seven points for the
Lady Lakers,
Attie Thompson had seven assists. six
points, three kills and one ace and Kristen
Phillips added two points and an ace.
Katlynn Knight contribute two kills and
Jacquelyn Price made one kill for the Lady
Lakers.
Calloway's JV squad also claimed victory in two games, 21-8 and 21-15.
Calloway County takes to the court
again Monday night, when they travel to
Marshall County (20-3). After Marshall,
the Lakers will take on Fulton County at
home Tuesday and travel to Heath
Thursday.
Lady Tigers at Christian Fellowship
Murray High came out on the losing
side of the spectrum, falling in two games,
25-13 and 25-23, to Christian Fellowship
in Briensburg.
The loss was the second consecutive for
the Lady Tigers (7-7), who have been
streaky all season, winning as many as four
straight and losing as many as five.
Leah Dieleman and Caitlin Herrington
both made five kills for the Lady Tigers.
Dieleman contributed two aces and seven
digs and Hernngton made one block and
four digs. Lauren Dieleman dished out six
assists and one ace.
Christin Gong completed 16 passes and
had four digs. Taylor Butler contributed
two kills and four blocks for the Lady
Tigers.
Brooke Foley and Whitney Teodozow
both contributed six kills for Christian
Fellowship (12-6). Abbey Pace had 16
assists.
Murray has a full slate for the next several days as it will try to bounce back at the
Crittenden County Spike Fest today and
Saturday. Opponents and game times are to
be announced.
The Lady Tigers travel to Reidland
Monday and host Graves County Tuesday.
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Thursday's domes
Kansas Cry 3. Chicago While Sox 0
BaNimore 6. Texas 3. 10 Innings
I A Angels 9, Seel* 5
Friday's Games
Toronto (Haaeday 13-7) at NY
Yankees (Wang 18-7), 8 03 p m
Oakland (Blanton 14-Olaf Cleveland
,Carmona 17-8) 605 p m
Kansas City (Buckner 1.11 at Delrod
lumens 3-1) 605 p m
Boston (Beckett 19-6) at Tampa Bay
IKazmir 13-8) 6 10 p m
Baltimore (Santos 1-5) at Texas
(Mendoza 0-0), 7 05 p m
Chicago While Sox (Bust.* 9-9) at
Minnesota 1J Santana 13-121 7 10 p m
Seattle (Washburn 9-15) at I A Angels
'Saunders 8-3) 905 p m
Sabselty4 Games
Crecago Whes Sox (Vazquez 13-8) at
Minnesota (Baker 9-8) 11 10 a m
Toronto (Marcum 12-61 at NY Yankees
Kereedy 1-0) 12 06 p m
Seattle (Batista 14-11) at LA Angels
Escobar 17-7) 2 55 p m
Oakland (Haren 14-8) at Cleveland
113yrd 15-6) 6 05 p m
Kansas Coy (Devise 8.44,4, Perron
;Rogers 3-21 803 p m
Boston (Matsuzaka 14.12) at Tampa
Bay (Sonnansbne 6-91,6 10 p m
Baltimore iLiz 0-2) at Texas iVoiquez 21 ( 7 05 pm
Sunday's Games
Oakland at Cleveland 12 05 p m
TOl01110 at N V Yankees 12 05 pm
Kansas City 81 Detroit, 12 05 p
Ei.ston at Tampa Bay (240 pm
Chicago Mete So. at Minnesota. 1 10

ç. M
Baltimore al Texas 2 05 p m
Seethe at I A Angels 2 35 p m

-23-yard touchdown

pass from Ehrhardt to Demck
Townsel and another on a 2yard run by Ehrhardt late in the
fourth quarter
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Miller. former Lady
Laker first team all-state
selection, is continuing her
success as a collegian at
Birmingham -Southern
College
Miller and the
Panthers are currently 6-1
heading into their conference
opener tonight
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MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Murray Middle School football

last

rea

legend Bennyi
Dangle. For more inforrnabon, contact Heidi Mueller at (502)439-4398
•

Both the 7th and 8th grade
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Thursday's Gems,
Co‘o(ado 9 L A Dodgers 4
San Diego 6 Pittsburgh 3
Florida 8 NY Mats 7 10 innings
Philadelphia 7 Washington 6
Atlanta 3 Milwaukee 1
Houston 18 St Louis 1
Cincinnati 4 San Francisco 2
Friday's Games
pmsourgh (14ahoim 10-15) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 12-81,1 20 1) 11)
N Y Mots (Martinez 2-0) at Florida
(Cason 9.14) 6 05 p.m
Milwaukee (Villanueva 8-41 at Atlanta
(7 Hudson 18-8) 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Eaton 9-9) at Washington
4488 4-4) 6 05 p m
Houston 1Backe 1-1) at Si Louis
(Peen()6-41 7 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Loaiza 2-2) at Arizona
11 Hernandez 10-10), 840 pin
Colorado (Morales 2-21 at San Diego
(Peavy 18-6, 9 05 p m
Cincinnati (Eine* 8-9) at San
Francisco (Misch 0-3) 9 15 pm
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh IDutuir 3-7) at Chicago Cubs
(Hal 9-8) 12 05 p m
NV Stets 10 Perez 14-9) at FiOnda
Man 9-7) 2 55 p m
Milwaukee IGaltarce 9-4) at Atlanta
(Scholz 14-7) 2 45 p m
Philadelphia 1Kendrick 9-4) at
Washington 'Redding 3-5i. 6 05 pm
Houston (Albers 4-9) at St Loos
(Thompson 6-6) 6 15 p m
Cincinnati (Arroyo 9-14) at San
FranctscofCorrega 0-6) 805 pm
LA Dodgers (wells 8-8) at Arizona
Mete 16-101 8 40 p m
Colorado (Redman 1-4) at San Diego
)Cassell -O, 9 05 O m
Sunday's Games
Philadeiphe at Washington. 111:16 a.m.
NY Mets al Ronda. 12 05 p.m
Mdweuica.aiAAants t2,05 p.m_
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs, t20 p in
Colorado at San Dego 305 p m
Cincinnati at San Francisco 305 pm
LA Dodgers at Anzona 3 40 p m
)-104,Ston at St Loos 7 05 p in
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Texas A&M's three leading rushers — McGee.
Mike Goodson and Jorvorskic Lane — came into
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omo gives Dallas a huge quarterback edge over Bears

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer

Unlike his predecessor, Wade
Phillips doesn't refrain from
praising his players. In this case.
it's Tony Remo, who has thrown
for six touchdowns in his first
two games and is third in the
11FL in passer rating as he takes
the Dallas Cowboys into
Chicago.
"He made some scrambles
that you don't see many people
make, Brett Favre-ish," Phillips
said of his quarterback's play in
last week's 37-20 win in Miami.
He made some really outstanding plays and he's still looking
downfield all the time. That's
what really amazes me about
him. A lot of guys, they can get
away from people at times but
they don't see what's going on.
He sees receivers."
Bill Parcells would never :1)
,
ttnything like that about one of
his players, which may be one
reason the Cowboys (2-0) seem
sx) relaxed as they prepare to play
the defending NFC champions at
Soldier Field.
: But off two games. Romo
certainly gives the Cowboys an
edge at the game's most important position. The Bears' QB,
Rex Grossman, is third in passMg. too-third from the bottom
df the ratings at 55.1, less than
half of Romo's 119.3.
Beyond Romo's stats is his
ability to avoid the rush and
throw accurately downfield at
the same time, an unusual quail4, in QBs that might allow Rorno
to beat the aggressive Chicago
defense.
Chicago is 1-1, having lost
14-3 in San Diego before beating
Kansas City 20-10 at home last
week.
But it didn't win because of
the offense. Grossman threw two
interceptions and the Bears had
just 239 yards from scrimmage
against the Chiefs, getting a 73Yard punt return from Devin
Hester for one score and a return
from Hester that set up one of
Robbie Gould's field goals.
Dallas might be an opportunity for the Bears to open op: The
cowboys have allowed 55 points
in their wins over the Giants and
Dolphins and have been vulnerable in the secondary
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Seahawks say Alexander is still their main man
KIRKLAND, Wash. (AP) - Since
becoming the league MVP two seasons
ago, Shaun Alexander has missed games
with the first injury of his football life.
A broken foot caused him to miss six
games and play hurt through three others
last season. Now, he is playing with a cast
on his left wrist.
Alexander has run for 89 yards per
game with 11 touchdowns in 12 regularseason and two postseason games since
leading the Seattle Seahawks into the
Super Bowl 19 months ago. During the
2005 season, he averaged 117.5 yards
while setting the NFL touchdown record
of 28.
Late in last Sunday's game, he got
fooled that a take audible by Matt
Hasselbeck was real, causing the running
back and quarterback to botch -a handoff.
Arizona converted the fumble inte,die
winning score. And last month he turned
30, an age after which many running
backs slow down.
Yet it appears Seattle will become

The first 500 fans
to bring a hygiene
item will receive
a Racer Fan Scroll

completely decaffeinated before anyone
Some of the evidence and the testimoloses faith in Alexander. Or even so much ny haven't jibed recently.
as admits his career has changed since he
Alexander was stopped twice on thirdand-1 this season, before breaking for a
became the MVP.
"I don't think that has had anything to I6-yard touchdown on fourth-and-1 last
do with anything," coach Mike Holmgren week against the Cardinals. He was
said with a fiery look, as if offended. "He stopped just once in 20 carries on thirdgot the award. He deserved the award. To and-1 or third-and-2 during the 2005 season.
me he is the same guy.
His first eight carries last week netted
"He came into camp this year really in
good shape. ... He has practiced well. 10 yards. His first 12 carries against
Shaun will be fine. At the end of the year Tampa Bay in the opener gained 39 yards
before he finished with 105 as Seattle ralhe is going to have a fine year."
lied to win 20-6.
Even Bengals coach Marvin Lewis
"For my own self. I think I'm a little
thinks Alexander is still very much a pre- bit
too excited early in games, and trying
mier threat.
to do too much. Then we get to halftime,
"He's a guy who is as fine a running 'OK, Shaun. Calm down,' " Alexander
back as there still is in the NFL," Lewis said Thursday.
said. "Re played last week with a little
"When you get it taken away from you
padding and wrap on his hand. There for so long; like I had last year - and
were people who felt, 'Well, he wasn't the never having that happen before same.' Well, I don't know, he still makes a you're just excited to be out there and you
lot of free defenders miss in the hole, and want to go out there and do great things,
that's what a good back wants to do."
even more than I did before."

ELAINE THOMPSON / AP

Seattle running back Shaun
Alexander, wearing a cast-like protective device covering his left
thumb and whst, waits his turn during a team workout in Kirkland,
Wash.

MSU vs. Jacksonville State
Sept. 29•3 p.m.
Family Weekend
& Military Appreciation Day
including a Blackhawk Helicoptet
Hum-V, Jeep, and Rock Wall

Military redeye 2 tickets with ID
Ticket Office 270-809-4895
www.GoRacers.com
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P1Morningstar
LIu rra$, A/mucky
Is seeking to update our applicant pool or
Landidates for future plant entry lest:,
positions.

Successful candidates for entry
kvel positions with our facility must
have the following qualifications:
• Minimum High Sshool Diploma or GED
• Minimum 2 years manufactunng expen-

The Calloway County Extension District Board will ence
hold a public hearing on Monday, October 1, 2007 • Good wntten and oral communication
at 1:00 p.m. till 2:00 p.m. at the Calloway County skills. good Mathematical skills, and be
focused.
Extension Office for the purpose of obtaining com- •team
Must have the ability to adjust to high and
ment from the public regarding proposed 2007 tax IOW temperature environments, and be able
rates. All rates are per $100 assessed Valuation of to lift medium to heavy materials
• Must be able to work flexible hours and
property.
work shifts that may vary from week to
The tax levied last year on real property for the week. Or even day to day on occasion.
Extension Serive District was 1.45 and produced •Job often will be contingent upon negative
revenue of $164,200.96. This years compensating substance screen
Interested applicants mav apply at:
rate is 1.4 and would produce revenue in the
(Mk,
of F:mploy merit and Training
amount of $175,696.06. The Calloway County
319 South 7th Street
Extension District Board proposes a tax rate of
Mayfield, Kentucky
1.45, which will produce a total of $181,970.91
Or at thc
Revenue expected from New Real property Is
Career 1)iscosery Center
208 S. 5th Street
$17,769.95.
Kentucky
Murray.
Additional revenue generated will be used for general expenditures of the Calloway County Completed applications for OW applicant
pool must be completed no later than
Extension District.
noon. Friday. October 5. 2007
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Moinungstar Foods offers an excellent
benefits package with a competitive
salary
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()FF1C'E CLERK - Full time ptA111011

responsible for secretanaliclencal dunes
of Four Risers Behavioral Health. Lakes
Center Duties include typing. filing. medical records, receptionist. etc. Minimum
Qualifications: HS graduate or equivalent computer expenence. excellent clerical skills Salary: $569 02 bi-weekly.
Send resume to: Anne Thurman. HR
Direc-tor. Four Riven Behavioral Health.
423 Broadway. Suite 201. Paducah. h
42001 Open until filled FOE
S111181111 Foods
Now looking for a Front of the itou,
%MVO for new full service rrstaurani if,
Murray. KY
.5 day. work week
•Paid vacations
•lienefits Available
*fun wsvrik environment
•Compeotive Salary
Restaurant Management Experiensr
not required but preferred
Lmail resumes to chefiergstr yahix,

MOTORCYCLE
mechanic needed CM
270-382-2444 for seer•

RN or LPN Part-Woe,
2-3 days/week PC
Box 1040-0. Murray
KY 42071

ASSISTANT Database
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department Full-time.
non-tenure track position to begin October
2007 Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field, one year
of experience with
Oracle or Microsoft
SQL Server. or 082
administration,
one
year of experience with
MySOL administration
is required Must have
strong oral and written
communication skills.
ability to work as a
member of a team
R• ponalbillti•s
Under direction of the
Manager. Applications
Development, support
the institutions
• related to installation.- configuration,
and
maintenance
upgrades of supported
d atabases.
Application Deadline
September 28 2007
To Apply Send letter
Of application, resume,
and contact information
for three references to
Chair
Assistant
D atabase
Administrator Search
Committee.
Applicanons
Development Services
and
Support
Information Systems
Murray
State
University, 112 iST
Building, Murray KY
42071-3347 Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State University
is an equal education
end
employment
oppodunsfy, MAW. AA
employer

AVON PT help needed.
877-4204587.
BARTENDER. DAYS
NIGHTS 841 Club in
Puryear. Tennessee
Good pay for the right
person 4 or 5 days a
iveek Must be neat in
Bring
appearance
resume in person 11-6
731-644-3796
BIG AR* Cafe needs
day server Apply in
parson
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
acc•PtOncl 0133balbons
for the following pow
bons Full-time LPN
We cieer compektrve
wages and an *acid
lent benefit package
Must be kcensed in the
Stale of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Brelhaven of Benson
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S BersiOn KY
42025 EOF-JAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the followIng powSoria: Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive sieges arid
an gaolbird LIMA
reckag• AMOY In Person at El...thriven of
Benton 2607 Main
Hwy
Street
641S
KY 42025
Benton
EOLAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

FT Sales Rep. Comm
sales, qualified leads
Send resume to Peco
Products. LLC. P.O.
Box 363. Murray KY
or
email
42071
info0pecoproducts co
FULL
time
Office
Supervisor Veterinary
tech experience preferred Send resume
with references to
Animal
Bluegrass
507
Health
Care
Brookhaven Mayfield
KY 42066
FULL-TIME
position
available for LPN or
Certified
Medical
Assistant with clinical
experience in a busy
family practice setting
Monday-Thursday
Benefits
package
Apply by resume only
with references to:
Richard R. "Votith,
M.D.
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week.
Sehr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or
www 16118974iobs.co

Is looking for
store managers &
assistant managers.
up Appli...01,n, .0

700A N I2111 Si
Of

go

iii

ototielnlarrnhonic tom
No phone asIlt please
1-( it.
emmesmas._
MAX Fuel Express is
now hinng customer
service
representatives Must be able to
work any shift Retail
experience preferred
but wilt train the right
person Please apiary in
person at any of the
foitwing locations 2185
US Hwy 641N 1302
Main St or 506 N 4th
St EOE
National Property
Management
Company is seeking a
full time Assistant
Manager with bookkeeping experience
•Orug Free Workforce
'Background
Screening 'Benefits
'Equal Opportunity
Employer'Please fax
resume to (270)7593005
NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Ortve-ln. 217 S 12th
St. Murray. KY No
phone cads
PAINTER
'Wanted.
Experience preferred
226-0505

Help Minted
PROGRAMMER
Analyst, Information
Systems Department,
State
Murray
University
Full-time,
non-tenure track position to begin Novmeber
2007 Qualifications
Bachelor degree on
computer science or
related field preferred.
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience as an appliprogrammer
cation
analyst Knowledge of
applications programming, systems analysis, relational databases, and programming
support functions is
required. Experience
with PL/SQL. Oracle
Stored
procedures,
and
Oracle
Development tools preferred
Must possess
strong interpersonal
skills (both written and
verbal).
R•sponsibilltles
Under direction of
Manager,
Administrative
Computing,
provide
systems development.
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGard Banner ERR
and perform all duties
associated with the
support of University
administrative afiPlication s
Application
Deadline: October 12,
2007 To Apply: Send
letter of application,
resume, and three current letters of professional reference to
Chair,
Programmer
Search
Analyst
Committee.
Administrative
Computing,
Information Systems,
Murray
State
University 112 I & T
Building. Murray. KY
42071-3347
Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State University
is an Equal Education
and
Employment
opportunity 4WD, AA
emPloYer
SPEEDWAY 16 now hir
wig a Coffee Steward
The position is worked
M-F from 5 30AM to
1 30PM
and
is
demanding and fast
paced Full time benefits available
WANTED Tax professionals for local office
You provide the alto hid& we provide edo
cation training and
career development
Pleas* call 618.7716296

M

it&Mew

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-758-4663

PAINTING contractor is
ROOM For Me To
recruiting experienced
Grow 2
professional Journey- 'A
DIvision of Room To
men amuses. Must
Grow Preschoor
have 4-years profesOpen House: Sept V.
sional paining experi5.30.700 404 N. 4111
ence Position includes
St. Sues G. 7614811.
ben.* plan Including
Accepting enrollment
Haile, Retirement I
ages 0-3.
paid vacations. TO
apply cal 753-41805
WKi clean houses
leave 100431 message
Flexible AOUrS 3t4
No wee at appear.' 348- 1 738
accepted This company is an equal opportu- WILL cleen houses
Reese cal 293-5806
nity empioyer

WILL do caregiving ill
your home. Clean,
cook, laundry, and
whatever needs to be
done. Will also consider live in with 2 days
oft. 15 years experience. Have reference.
Janet 270-873-2148

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
& pocket knife collections 293-6999
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigera-'
tors, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters, Used carpeting. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
07 Hot tub. brand new
in package, 6-7 person,:
lots of lets. digital
ozoneator, water fall,.
cover, retail $7 300,.
must
sell
$3,600.
1573)300-1031
12X24 storage building
w/tront porch New.
$3,900 firm 492-8222
31 Sony Vega flat tube
TV $500 Call 2939807
60 inch TV. 5 piece
cedar bedroom set with
armoire, oak dinette
set, fender guitar. 2
VCR's, Call after 4 00
pm 753-1308 or 2937102
APPROX 300 ft. green
chain link fence. Top
rail, posts. two gates, A.
hardware All in good
shape $100. 270-8738051
Ceramic hie by the box
or by the pallet $ 59
so ft and up Large
quantities available.
270-443-4590
CINDERELLA
prof%
dresses 1 size 4 Y01:.
low 1 size 8 blue $150,
each 270-492-8614 .
Dont overpay for your".
rernodelingt Larmnate:
flooring. Ceramic tole
Pre-finished hardwood:
and more KO
Largest Liquidator 2701:
•:
443-4590
FEATHERLITE
minum Nat bed tor a t;
too truck. $1,000 20:
gooseneck vs/mm.0W
81.800 448. utility trader. $300
437-4295;
2274611

In mock Pre-finished
hardwood flooring
SI 79 eci ft 270-4434590

ies

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

COLOSSAL YARD SALE

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
Uric And 1st, Bedroom Apartments
Cenual Heat anii Air
ALLepring
awns

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
190
him Equipment

150
Articles
For UM
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
PRIME LOCATION, 2
Murray
crypts
at
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
level
2
Chapel
(479)750-4811
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HO programming w/HD upgrade_
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO
& Cinemax,
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. $5.00
for local networks, Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free.
877-455-0901
STRA1,"/ for sale. $2.50
bale, 227-7352. 7534582
Surplus Sales - Ky's
Largest Liquidators of
Pre -finished hardwood flooring ($1 79
sq ft), Laminate($69
sq ft), Tile (.59 sq ft) 270-443-4590
kt

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193
loads
of
Truck
Laminate flooring in
stock. $.69 per sq. ft.
270-443-4590
Appliness
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713
WHITE 2000 GE siderefrigerator,
by-side
$200 759-1327
WHITE Fngidaire selfcleaning stove, $175
White washer & dryer.
$175 Chest type freezer, $95 293-5211

KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs computer table with shell.
doll cabinet queen bed
frame with head and
Kenmore
footboard
18- portable dishwash
er. 1 year old 767
1878
LIKE new crib, dress
er/changer with hutch
& changing pad $750
436-6202

10 Athens disc with
Harrow. Always shedded, several years not
used,
personally
picked up at factory.
See to get price. 270492-8523. 270-8562301
6' boxblade, used 1
time. $300 cash. 4354714

4BR 2BA all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

SOUTHWOOD

condominiums. All appliances included. 7679948.
FEMALE college students need roommate
in
Murray
Place.
Everything included.
Contact Gwen 270826-0685. 270-4540585 or Murray Place
LIVE Oak Apts. —
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457

14X65 mobile home.
2BR and 2 full bath,
central heat & air. In
Murray city limits. Call
293-3828
2003 Clayton 16x80,
3br, 2ba, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, extra nice
(270)489-2525
FRANKLIN
1993
16x80 3BR 2 bath with
upgrades. Must move
270-753-6197
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS available for
first time home buyers.
Zero down, your land
or family land. Ends
10/15/2007. 731-5849109
HARDIN. 14x60 2/6
w/fireplace,
C/H/A,
$3,500. 1982 Chevy
truck. $500 256-5205675
NEW 3BR singlewide
on 1 acre lot, move-in
ready, no
rentals
$51.500
(270)9780921

2BR 1BA mobile home.
12x72,
furnished.
Weekly $90. monthly
$350. Plus security
deposit. No pets. Water
& trash included. 166
Rolling ACM Lit. 753-

6558
NICE 28R trailer No
pets. 753-9866

FIEFli

partrrents For Rant

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1-BR Small kitchenette, all utilities furnished. no pets.
Aurora KY Call 4742202
1BR, various locations.
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR 1BA, all appliC/I-1/A.
ances.
641/Northwood. 270753-0259
2BR bock, w/d hookup,
carport, patio. No pets
$355 a month 7536931 or 293-6070
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo.
293-7738 293-1446
2BR duplex,
C(H/A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
washertdryer
2BR,
quiet
dishwasher,
neighborhood, no pets
$475 month . deposit
753-0919
38R with appliances
central air, 5 minutes
horn MSU 121 North
S375mo .deposit
Call after 4 00 7533560

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
*low Have
Climate Control

753-3853

Friday, September 21, 2007 • 5B

NICE clean 2BR apartment. 1413 Hillwood.
Lease, deposit. No
pets. $400 month. 7670884, 226-9566
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
SINCOM
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
Hoeses For Rent
1BR in county. Lease &
deposit. No pets. 7530728, 994-3308
2. 3 & 4BR houses
deposit
Lease
&
required. 753-4109
206S. 11th. 2BR stove,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, dishwasher. 7538281, 753-5902
1BA,
newly
2BR
remodeled, no pets.
415 S. 10th. $425
month. 270-293-4802

dr270-435:46072---2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$750 month. 759-9046,
978-3953
3BR 1.5BA, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets. References and
deposit required. 1116
Fairtane Dr. $795 per
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
3BR 2BA, 3 miles
Murray.
of
south
$575/mo references
Available October 1st
753-1221 after 5:00.
3BR 28A, hardwood
floors, $450 month. No
pets. 270-293-4602,
270-435-4602
3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $19.990. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
3BR only $238 per
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR For
listings 800-560-1951
end S891
3BR, 1-1/28A, S.W. of
town. large yard.
garage door opener,
appliances. $750/mo.
+ deposit. references.
NO PETS. 753-7920
NICE 48R 2BA all
appliances, hot tub,
fenced in backyard
Cornerstone
Call
Realty and Rental 2707617355

ME Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

BONl SIORAGE
111.18111

270_759-41474

1110(;GESS
SEI I -siok UI
A Sam Race so Sore"
Hwy 121N, same from
National Guard

2Th-759-555:c
!SEA% UNITS
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. main
(270) 753-82861
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units avaitable 7532905 or 753-7536

Yr/ kis

101043 Northwood Drive

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insode climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime toca
hon. 753-2905, 293
1480
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8,800 S.F. Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business. Has parking
lot, central hie, and
security
system
$1,800/mo. 270-2939349
380
Peb & Supplies
AKC German
Shepherds from
Hickman Kennels
Puppies and adults
German import pedigrees great for working, protection,
excellent quality pets
731-352-2694 731415-1846
AKC registered Welch
Corgi small puppies,
Jack Russell Terriers
small, & Australian
Shepherd Blue Merles
farm raised, wormed &
shots. Judy Turner
(618)499-1282
(618)672-4778
CKC purebred Boston
Terrier puppies $350
436-5569
DOG Obedience
436-2858

Unlock& Supplies
MINIATURE donkey o
pony cart; new, 2 sets
of harness $500.00.
5 month old miniature
donkey. Jenny- black
$300.00 435-4420

Yard Sals

YARD SALE
100 Jameswood Dr.
in Crossfield
Subdivision
Saturday
nice clothes, men's.
women's & children's. 2T NEC TV.
household items,
antique collectibles
& much morel

MOVING SALE
1006 MAIN ST.
SATURDAY
7AM-3PM
NO EARLY
SALES
Queen size box
spring, electric
dryer, clothing, and
many other
household items

YARD
SALE
1169 Gibbs
Store Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
men s, women s
luniors clothing
Home decor, dishes hunting gear

MULT1-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1254
BACKUSBURG RD
KIRKSEY
Thum I Fri

Saturday, September 22• 7AM-?
Philips DVD Recorder, PS2 games. VCRs. DVDs. VHS movies mostly 80s & 90s, computer speakers, HP ScanJet 2200c with manual
Canon point & shoot film camera & case. 13- color TV computer monitors. assorted audio/video cords & cables. assorted power cords telephone cords - various lengths. cordless phone with manual cordless
phone without manual, George Foreman contact roaster with manual
large George Foreman grill, small Crock Pot Magic Chef sandwich
toaster. glass & plastic kitchen bowls. cups, coffee mugs grilling accesSOnes. funnel cake kit, large glass cookie jar. waffle cone maker mew in
box), cast iron pot, Black & Decker Arctic Twister with manual
microwave, rice cooker/vegetable steamer (never used). plastic storage
containers (new in box), plus size ladies' clothes Jeans, tops, dresses
shorts, khaki pants. big & tall men's clothes athletic pants pullover
long sleeved t-shirts, sweatshirts. Many books (James Patterson
Patricia Cornwell, Lawrence Sanders. David Baldacci & others) cookbooks. candle holders, push mower, 4 light colored wood TV trays
green fleece blanket, light blue fleece blanket with snowflakes grey
OVC blanket, stationary bike, bookcase. CSI board game. small metal
tub with handles. MANY MORE ITEMS NOT LISTED Early birds welcome but please call 227-6005 in advance For more information send
email to mu,/ayyardsaleemurray-ky com r '"li Rain or Shine.

2-FAMILY YARD SALE
809 OLIVE STREET
FRIDAY 7-12
SATURDAY 7-3
Baby & kids clothes galore, lots of
things never worn, baby accessories
& necessities, assorted men's &
women's & maternity clothing, old
electronics & home accessories. Too
much to list, must come to see,
everything must go!

MOVING SALE
Terry's Decorating
1 306-G South 12th St.
Paint & paint supplies. 20-50% oft,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sg.ft.,
Tile: 50C/sg.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

GIANT MOVING
SALE
408 N. 5th St.. park in lot next door
Fri.. Sept. 21 & Sat.. Sept. 22
8AM -- All Day
claw foot tub, couches. vintage kitchen
tables, large fish tank, tons of books,
movies. records & art. Tons of vintage
& regular clothing.

MOVING SALE
641S to Truck Trailer Bus,
turn right on Barber Rd.. first
drive on left. 207 Barber Rd.
Sat., Sept. 22• 7AM-?
home interior, tools, Longaberger baskets. Nascar. toys, clothes for all, wood
toddler bed, twin bed & small dresser,
glass top patio table w/4 chairs, books.
etc Everything must goo

GARAGE SALE
1009 Kays Rd., just off
Van Cleave Rd.
Saturday • 7AM-3PM
1/18 die cast cars, fast food collector
glasses, Nascar items, plastic model
kits, laser discs, old metal lunch boxes,
automotive books, baby items & toys,
office equipment & Kirby vacuum
cleaner with attachments

MOVING
SALE

HUGE
YARD SALE

1300-A
Valleywood Dr.
Fri. • 2PM-6PM
Sat.• 7AM-3PM

1506 Henry St.
Sat.•6:30AM-1PM
baby clothes &

washer/dryer, 4dr
waterfall chest, 3dr.
chest, lawnmower.
pink glassware Too
much to mention

items, maternity,
adult clothing_
home interior,
lamps, ceiling fan,
CDs, computer,
lots of everything

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

1413 Dudley Dr.
Saturday
7AM-?
Little Tot play
equipment, men
women's. & boys
- baby & toddler
clothing. toys &
misc

1507 Chaucer Dr.
Sat., Sept 22
8AM-?
built-in oven, light
fixtures, full-size
bed & dresser
w/mirror, 2 queen
size beds, bunk
bed, baby swing,
adult & children
clothes toys, etc

GARAGE
SALE
1608 Catalina Ct.
Sat.• 7AM-12PM
gas scooter, infant
clothes, 6-24 mos,
women's clothes: XL,
knick knacks, kids
toys, island table new, collectibles, mission bookshelf, vacuum, Coke glasses

YARD SALE

small fumIture

Check us out
on the Webl
worm rnurrayledger COM

YARD SALE
1503 London Dr.
In Canterbury
Sat., Sept 22 only
7AM-?
baby bed, baby
clothes, baby toys
TV entertainment
center, Christmas
tree & decorations
Lots of home
decor

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1583
MOCKINGBIRD DR.
SAT., SEPT. 22
7AM-NOON
Furniture rugs
computer accessories
small appliances
household decor
cabinets, shelve

3155 St. Rt. 121S
Sat., Sept. 22
7AM-?
many items computer, games,
home decor, etc

YARD SALE
391 Oak Grove
Church Rd.
Thur., 9/20
Fri., 9/21
Sat., 9/22
7AM-?
furniture, infant
boys & women's
clothing & much
more

MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE
414 N. Starks
Cemetery Rd.,
Benton
Fri. & Sat.
8AM-5PM

1617-B
Campbell St.
Sat.• 7AM-?

clothes, furniture.
& more

Pioneer home

YARD SAM- —
MOVING SALE
4828
KIRKSEY HWY
FRI 7-4
SAT 6-2

stereo, DVDS,
baby clothes,
maternity, toys, die
cast, formal
dresses, baby
stuff, misc.

GARAGE
SALE
1706 Holiday Dr.
Sat., 9/22
table & chairs, cutting
table, radio tapes,
large green plants &
pots. pedestals.
Christmas tree
wreaths, decorations
clothes, shoes,
housewares, linens
pillows, more

GARAGE
SALE
1802 Concord
Drive in
Southwest Villa
Sat., Sept. 22
7AM-12PM
tools, knives, gas
scooter
Something for
everyone

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
182 Locust
Grove Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
6AM-?
20 extension Odder.
Pyrex cookware, old
glassware, XL men's
shirts, TVs, tropical
fish, CDs, boys'
clothes 12-14 & more

MOVING
SALE
2115 Southwest Dr.
Sept. 21 & 22
8AM-3PM

YARD
SALE
828 Oaks
Country Club
Rd.
Saturday
6AM-?
YARD SALE
89 PINE CREEK LANE

COLD WATER
Thurs, Fn & Sat
8:00-4:00
Nice 31ft 5th wheel
F-250 Ford truck, runs
good $3,500, furniture,
doors & lever shutters
& lots more

- YARD SALE
502 N. 7TH ST.
SAT
6:30-12:00

GARAGE
SALE

4865 Crossland
Rd.
Sat., Sept. 22
7:30AM-4PM
girls clothes: birth-9
mos., boys. 3-4T.
Toys, household
items, misc. baby
items, odds & ends

Saddle Creek
Subdivision, 2109
Spindletop Dr.
Saturday
7AM-? - •
children's clothes,
car seats,
household items

ESTATE SALE

YARD SALE

5028 US Hwy
641S, Hazel. Just
before LMD
Landscape
Fri. • 7AM-3PM
Sat.• 7AM-3PM

121 South to
Locust Grove Rd.,
1st house on right
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-11AM
0-24 mos. girls

From mother's house
in Calf. Vintage items:
jewelry, housewares,
toys. Something for
everyone. Dirt cheap!

clothes, plus size
women's & maternity, home furnishings,
Longaberger &
Eamhardt collections

YARD SALE
505 S. 6th St.
Friday & Saturday
7:00-1:00
Brass lamps, ladies
bicycle, girls clothing
8-14, sink & cabinet,
other household
gems

Clothes 3T-adult,
barstools hunting
equip , household
gems, toys

HUGE
YARD SALE

Great pncesi
Clothes, shoes,
household, too

704 Poplar St.,
beside Wellness
Center
Sat. only •8AM-?
name brand cloth-

MULTI-PARTY
SALE

ing - all half price,
Dale Eamhardt, Jr
collectibles, shoes,
purses. Don't want
to miss this one'

antique dishes, quilts,
toys Electronics. NBgnts/boys clothes,
toys, videos. car
seats treadmill, bicycles, seasonal decor,
clothing. girls.,
women's & men's

Too many items to
mention Proceeds
go to Girl's Group
Home

GARAGE
SALE

TOTALLY
TOYS 5 FAMILIES

294 Robertson Rd. S
Fri., 9/21 & Sat, 9/22

Murray
Woman's Club,
704 Vine St.
Sat., 9/22

A little bit of
everything

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
607
MEADOW LN
SAT. 7-?

2222 Edinborough
Sat.
8AM-12PM

YARD SALE

Old dresser, iron
twin bed, light fixtures, bike for 2,
router, many nice
items
No early sales

furniture, toys,
non-fiction &
fiction books. knock
knacks, clothes.
silk flowers, etc

7:00-7
i,lothes boy gel adult
matemey baby item,
.-,quseho1c1 seaSI,,A1
aquanurn Watand,

YARD
SALE

Need to place
an ad7
Can us

we 11,10

he

glad In help
Murray Ledqei &
270-753-1916

FUNDRAISER
SALE
MCCH
Employee parking lot on 9th St.
Sal., 9/22
8AM-12PM
fundraiser for
American Heart
Association. Many
nice donated items.

YARD SALE
Turn on 80, go 5
miles. Turn left
on Purdom Rd.
In garage. Watch
for signs.
Sat. • 6AM-12PM
boys shoes, girls
clothes. tools &
lots for everyone

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number
Is
270
753-1927

Estate

"I 8' Iluti i
‘111.% I ovation.
ondiliim
I It .111,1 11111111111% sIth 4 IS
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270-761-1111
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CLASSIFIEDS

611 • Friday. September 21, 211•7
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530

Calhoun Construction,LLC

Calm

General Contracting
Commercial/Rukkustial

Renwdelsng, Additions,
1?epair8, Conctirte & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790

Cell: 270-978-1007

-;
hat 7

construction
NEW
F S80.
116
Thoroughbred Drive
41 KAN, rainier./ Min.
O 1.d,uI F.r Murray Estates 48R
WhInt, Maks .1
2 513A breakfast room
0....VtIBV
dwriaer.- family room Floor
,.....4
icana.41, 1/01114 *4* hardwood, tile, carpet
Nice, priced to sell
WO.WY! ,Propf, Wmitirn
wit FA.101
•
• t, trt•,1,..,rtntin0 753-3966. 293-9747.
752-0624

Mut., •tliget fa I lows, i.
iteamoit

an, polo

/kV

,
' A.' tr.

!

436-5141 A-AFFORDMILE Hauling. Goan
Out garages. gutters
sink I tree work
A-) Jose Mower
repair pick-up. Oisevpry. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373344.
AAA HANDYMAN
AM types of carpentry
addilions. decks
Hauling, clean up Junk
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free esernates
35 yrs experience
Morns 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPMR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-15726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
‘,„0.11

..1•• ,) • ••

\I I
Bros.
Pining

\ I i1C11C11
• •

er
...IA* 4.1,01
.
thr Li. CI
•• ••••-4•,
;•

price
REDUCED
2003 Victory Cruiser
1.507 cc's.92 cubic
inches 9.000 milei,
now tires Lots of
extras $1800 Call
705-7692
2004 Honda Shadow.
550 miles. $3500 270435-4555
270-2933173. 270-293-4611

1i..1 401 trat,.•
759-0501
753-1537

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

David's
Home
Improvement
Dornagol Floors

SiMMONS"S
\
\ OIKK
Fitt

271)-519457li
TRENCH[.
731-782

731-247-5422

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers as
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information ISO so at
thee own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are besevect to be reputable The Murray
Ledger 8 Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
activities

WILDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
-Dew and Turkey
...Custom planting
•Soil testing
'Liming and Fertilizing
•SPreyincl
iitaidding area Despn
and Construction
•WeldItte Trees and
Shrubs Available
(2701293-5519,days
498-8950-evenings

FREE to a good home
Fnendly 1-1/2 year old
Chocolate Lablisagle
mix Carl 752-0299
Free Pallets
Loading Dock of

r & Times

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Calvin Off be
so help.

Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

MurritY 1-•39er &
Times

270-753-1916

Japanese delegation visits local school district
A Japanese Delegation group
from the University of Toyama
studying elementary school
classroom management systems
recently s'sited the-- Murray
Elementary School This is the
second year the group has tray elect to the Murray Independent
School District.
lh Tom Lough, PhD. Murray
Slate University associate professor in the College of
Education, has worked with the
Unisersity of Toyama to promote Lollahorattse educational
efforts hets eon the two 111Mer

stiles. -This visit is funded by
the Japan Ministry of Education
thlonbushot as part of an
attempt to reform elementary
teacher training in their colleges
of education," he said.
Lough said the Murray area
was chosen for a research area to
help in the reform of Japanese
EducationJanet Caldwell. MES principal. greeted the group. Dunng
the day the group visited classrooms and observed the MES
teachers and the school's
CHAMPS class management

six n.iiiii1.;
IlJohnit
Iles.% IR %%Is

system. While there, the group
also visited different classrooms
that were hosting "Grandparents
Day," parties in commemoration
of the designated day.
Hiroyuki Okazaki. professor
of English Education. Tesol,
said the main purpose of their
visit is classroom management.
"We want to learn to teach how
to manage classrooms," he said.
"We wanted to travel to the
United States and observe
American classrooms."
Eleanor Spry. MISD assistant
superintendent of curriculum
and instruction, said the M1SD
is excited to incorporate the
Japanese culture and language

into the Murray Calloway
County area. "In order to attract
companies to this region it is
imperative that our schools provide graduates entering the •
workforce with the necessary •
reading, math, science, and tech-.
nology skills along with a strong
understanding of global perspectives."
The seven-member groui1
composed of college professors:
high school and elementary
teachers and graduate students,
visited other M1SD classrooms,.
the Calloway County School
district and participated in
Murray State University activities

2741-753-2279
Lira Nevem
END-OF-SUMMER
Sale!
LAKE ACCESS
1• AC 134 900
(was $49.900)
vri FREE Boat Slips!
sAvE $15.000 Great
0,
0 of season deal on
city wooed lake
acreage in prerMIVOICOm•rit on
Kentucky
P<IVed nj (4.9
.1,, (Vier parcels
•Wrillif Say.
4. iaH NJ* 1 800.
4 .054 r 1506
Scram
1

roc )nI -6;101 by
ni -40 acres lend
‘1, re% .f) tifti
.•
431)
'I

WI dawn seed 1.2
fron1 Uteri"!
WS/ 40016 Call Ma*
f.,e/d0tek RE-Us. 9781-OR1 Y acres cropiand - 'surging building
saes • pond CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs REAL
Togs 753 t492

OWNER
FrNANCING""
405 S 5th St 38R
BA $2 000 down
1395 month 753-2222
110 A.-sh St.
10Atck Pmts
'Mem S300im0 iOr
WOW buyers
'52441111•07$417412
1600- Catalina 4-6R
?BA tarps lichen, 2.
at thiP896 APPiianClia
included MISS 41000
Calf • Mark Fredrock
Atlas, 9781850
227 Jones St Purriar.
IN JOM ISBA 1.400
liQ ft recenity cornfeetely
romodeied
931•
931 627-0761
027•1026
ifellI 511A brick home
immaculate move-in
ciOratinoil s114.900
cite Famine 270or 270-43,
4602
tAR 28A largo S.,
21.21
workshcc
Mersnam Co MIS'
Call Mark
4050
Fredrick RE USA om
IMO
I000m snag: 21.
dee. CHO.. on 2 loss
1166.000 Ole.' ssi •
!MAO
mileteesengs corn
-77071534109
stCUTIVChiimes
Wilms unique draw
*art ea amees 1
irniwooded lot
ilinliK•imPle
t.500.000 • Wei Onal
£314000 by mew
MIMI-06W

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606
UNeyaildss
1996 Dodge Durango
SIT 99K. synthetic oil
maroon,
$4500
(270)753-7410

itair$ FOR LITICIE?
Brought'

2007 Canny
SE
Loaded, dark grey
121.500 2274689
0? Ford Taurus Go
Gold/Ian
condition
color 83 000 miles
753 5042. 978-2972
2001
Black
Fora
Mostang, 42,000MM. eit.
Cal(220)$50-5272
1969 Ford bronco.
1700 437 4967
87 Trans kir. '81
Corvegs. 77 Corvette
270-435 4555. 210
2914611
270-293
3173 leave phone
Electra
84 Butch
Limiters White Si due
inferior See to ammo'
ate UM to gel price
270-492-6523
270836 2301

1

02 ford F • ISO
Supetcreie beige
*8,000 miles, VS.
$1 2.000 (270)3452505
lot Toyota Tacoma
-.fended cab 150K
miles 97 500 753
2297 or 293-9526
'99 Dodge Ram 1500
380V8. 4x4. tow pad'.
age. bed snot, 74,000
mi , original owner,
iowled dean $O 700
293-5864

20 (10.4000 boat 7564/

U1114
LAWN SERVS(
Mwwwso Mow own
lan4s. Avon( A
leaf V a. Yu...mg
Solibiw
itratatAlecA

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main SNOW

YOUR AO
COULD SE
WIRE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753 let•

Hilltrectric
IVPIn
24 ewe saarecs
1(c. tint & Ind
Lax-root A Insured '
tail ph. hit or %mall

753-9562 !

Urib's
436-2667Prossesionsi
Silence Corittillas Irm
rensowei sec insured

naykerfo

•

NADEAU S
Cu
•F loonng!Chicks
*Vinyl siding •All
Homo Improvements
(270)175.2111
licansiacVInsured -Members of the Japanese
011911111 MOUSSES* Jennifer Russell. an MES first
D-em 171 Molt
Curriculum in her classroom
tiowing %nos wows
undartrusisng ponds
waterways
99 ors expervir,•
-eoc
II SIT)
for
BIK I HDAN
•276-24/3-0371'
saiurday. Sept. 22. 2007:
Cleaning Ibis year dant) and derLtion
DAVID 5
Service All external
are on sour team 1.0 mare. sou
cleaning Vinyl fences
full of ideas and siilutions.
%con
etc (270)527-7176
especially as the new sear
CINJ NAICYMAN
We do all the odd robs hegins Crean% it bunts forth in
all realm. of )(141r IttC. Success is
me dent have time
you; middle name. Use this -.1:
tor
iii st4iilif'.our personal lite If
Panting. WWII), roofs
decks
yilti ate single. others might he
293-5438
exciting. hut are The!. •relationship material'' You ss
fuse
more than one choice Opt for
the strong relationship If )titi
AFC attached. your bond takes on
a new life Share or tic%clori
f.1% 01111.! hithh% or pastime
together .A0 ARIUS can help
you foams
,A4:1
Service
Trimming
Ilse Stan Show the kind or
removal
slump grinding fire- Dai 1°0'11 Base: s
wood Insured 44.9- 3-Po-otisc. ;..Arcratic. 2-S0
41,
,
2814
Difficult

Horoscope

VI'
41.

I 1 ‘1 .
4 WASTE
• RIES(March 21-04x11 19)
\ 1 \ 1G1MENT .
**• You take the right action
and
delight
someone
Friendships work Lighten up
from recent events and join
friends at a football game or a
movie Let go of seriousness Be
determined to relax' TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
*** Make if your tob to bong
friends arid or famity together
you might be surprised as this
might be one of those few peri-4144. :::•`444 ods in which everyone gets
along Others realty do appreciate your efforts
[hillITAL OP
GERM (May 21-June 20)
alaINNA V
Gutters. a••• Take an overview and
Swags boor Urea a coot get into details, the whole
picture is tar more valuable Your
Rea*
Dow- Gess Illomaed mind is on overload Calming 11
down will take talent Get out a
t270) 2434480
game of Scrabble or Trivial
MILLS & Son
Pursuit Focus CANCER (June
Pressure Washing
21-July 22)
vinyl wood brick eid
a** Sometimes you simply
wig concreas decks
need a dear loved one to make
more
the choices if you want him or
2 m 727 5160
Pier to feel secure Today is a
perfect example 04 this type of
NEED HELP? situation Relax with others and
Swim have more faith in people
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
4.
11,
11
lu111f0
kin inh
***** Others expect lobe in
Free ristunates
command This implicit dernarid
V31)247-3001
could feel uncomfortable yet you
V31063-3511
might have little choice Financial
,11141 matters hinge on your ability to
SIARRY S
%ow* Free rish let go Communication flourishmetes Phone 436 es Join•friend or loved one for
iste lunch
?SW. 227-0267

ettodlinuoue

•

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been released by. •
Bndget Jasmko and Pat Lane, food service directors respec-.
lively. for the week of Sept. 24-28.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:

bomb
Cases dreseess.
stand I Mom*
0111wsla. ps.
(1121111184171
(111112:1184942

JOE S JOBS

By
LINCOLN
MERCURY

L Om=

00A Ssitaimilla
ISA takeliont properly
• docs 2.1/2 car
garage w at 270770479
*e-9046
11163
foltral5101)11ET
srihi $15 900 Fer MOnigs 1100 500-11161 est

SACKNOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
while rock
-436-2113 -Dear work I Track
hoe
BROWN'S
Garage
Doors
Sales service 8 repair
Call 573-895 21Y
573-421-8413
CATHY S
Wallpapenng Painting
Cleaning 270 227
8606 731-498-8904

Photo provided
Delegation Uroup chat with
grade teacher, about teaching

by licbubline Blear
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
e•* You could be uncomfortable with letting go Many
demands come in from out of left
field You have reason to relax
and smile Don t underestimate
the importance of understanding
tong-term goals
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*55c* Stand up for what you
want even if it is frivolous
Others look for ideas and creativity and humor come into play
Your instincts remain excellent
Use them when dealing with a
child or loved one
SCORPIO (Oct, 234r10v. 21)
*iv* Take your time Someone
could be impatient Don I feel
pressured Many of your decisions are corning from a deep
fundamental level You know
what you want and can make it
happen, perhaps not immediately
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
Or *** Find friends and or be
among people You won t be
happy anywhere alone Roil out
the red carpet for a special Mend
or relative who can be pushy
Why do you care? Relax and
make the most of your company
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Your instincts home in on
money investments and nsks
Even if it feels OK to you still
check out the possible losses
should you be wrong Can you
afford this type of lolls? Only you
can answer AQUARIUS (Jan.
20-fob. 19)
***•* You have what it takes
Don I waste your time trying to
prove this fad to others Rather
lust go off and do Your actions
and results speak for themselves Understand a partners
weariness without fudging
PISCES(Feb. 19-Marth 20)
••• Remain positive about
what needs to happen If you are
seeing a situation defereney you
might want to understand what is
happening Listen well to what
someone says Your ability to
honor your instincts comes out
BORN TOOAY
Singer Debbie Boone (1956)
singer songwriter Nick Cave
(1957) actor Tom Felton (1987)
OW*

Jeequellne Inger is on the
Internet at littp://wwer.tacqueNnoblger corn
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

V

MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast. cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs. Tuesday - biscuit and
gravy; Wednesday - French toast sticks: Thursday - biscuit/bacon
and cheese, Friday - toaster strudel. Lunch (canned or fresh.,.
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available.,
(tally) Monday - cheeseburger, burrito wsalsa, Tuesday - mini
corn dogs. turkey wrap, Wednesday - taco salad, 880 chicken on bun. Thursday - chicken noodle casserole, ham and
cheese sandwich, Friday - sack lunch - hot dog on bun,
peanut butter and Jelly sandwich
..
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal, Juice and milk available;
daily) Monday
breakfast burnt°. Tuesday - sausage anct7'
biscuit. Wednesday - French toast sticks, Thursday - scram-ble eggs Friday - Honey bun Lunch (cooked and fresh veg-i
etables. canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily).it
Monday - chicken casserole, burrito w/salsa; Tuesday spaghetti w/meat sauce crispito w/cheese: Wednesday - grilled
ham and cheese, chef salad w/crackers. dressing; Thursday
• steak fingers. Mexican pizza; Friday - chicken quesadilla,
corn dogs
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available..'daily) Monday - blueberry muffin. Tuesday - biscuit and bacon:
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on a stick; Thursday sausage biscuit, Friday - egg and bacon pizza. Lunch (hamburger. cheeseburger, pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned
and fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - ravioli wcom bread, ham and cheese submanne; Tuesday - hot
and spicy chicken, chef salad wicrackers and dressing; Wednesday - chicken fajita tuna salad plate . Thursday - spaghetti w/meat sauce, chef salad w/crackers. dressing, Friday
turkey wrap, tuna salad plate.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool arid Elementaries - Monday - Pop'
tart milk, Tuesday - apple peanut butter, Wednesday - muffin milk. Thursday - Scooby snacks, milk, Friday - animal
crackers. milk
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and Juice avail-7°.
able daily) Monday - breakfast pizza, Tuesday - oatmeal,
muffin. Wednesday breakfast burrito. orange wedges. Thursday - biscuit w sausage gravy Friday - cereal. Poptad Lunch
(milk served daily)
Monday - tuna salad sandwich, tater
tots. pears. Tuesday - ham and cheese sandwich. carrot sticks
w dip apple. Wednesday - mini corn dogs, baked beans,
potato wedges, Thursday - Chuckwagon sandwich, lottuce,
pickle. tomato. French fries. Friday - turkey and cheese sandwice carrot sticks wdip. apple wedges
Elementariee - Breakfast (cereal. assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday Sausage
biscuit. Tuesday - muffin. Wednesday • eggs hash brown,
and toast, Thursday - oatmeal, Poptart. Friday - French toast/
.
sticks wisyrup Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits
and milk served daily) Monday - chicken noodle, roll harIK
and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, Tuesday :0*
pizza. fish sandwich peanut butter and telly sandwich. Wednesday - chicken nuggets. roll pimento cheese sandwich yogurt
and animal crackers. Thursday - taco salad. breaded chicken sandwich, gnIled cheese, Friday - hot dog, ham and
cheese sandwich peanut butler and jelly 'sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit 'ince toast. cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit, Tuesday
sausage
b1SCAlit. Wednesday - scrambled eggs bacon toast. Thursday
French toast sticks wsyrup. Friday - muffin Lunch
(assorted vegetables chef salad, fruits and milk served daily)
Monday - chicken noodle soup. turkey club, pimento cheese
sandwich, pizza. Tuesday - teriyalu thicken w/nce, cheeseburger ham and cheese sandwich. Wednesday- pizzaghettl,.,
Chuckwagon sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich. pizza.
Thursday chicken nuggets. roll. BOO nbette sandwich, Laker
wrap Friday hot dog. ham and cheese sandwich. Dorreno'i
pizza
High - Breakfast (cereal toast cinnamon toast, Pop tarts,
fresh trust and milk served dark) Monday - chicken biscuit
Tuesday • breakfast bagel. Wednesday - ham and cheese
biscuit. Thursday
biscuit w -sausage gravy Friday - camsrixxl rowan biscuit Lunch (chef salads fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches. hamburgers and mak served daily) Monday - chill cheese burritos. peanut butter and silly sandwich;
Tuessday - chicken fa0a. sioovr Joe sandwich. WednealdllIf
- sliced funcey, roll grilled thicken sandwich. Thursday supeil.
nachos turkey dub sandwich. Friday - pizza. fish sandwidt

6

10 years ago
Pubhshed is a picture of students of Kevin Brown's seventh
science Class at Calloway
ut scienty Middle School conducting research for their science projects in the new media and technelogy center at the school. Students pictured are Chns Rogers,
I4iin Davidson and Cory Hart.
The picture was by Staff Photographer Jim Mahanes.
' In high school football games.
Calloway Lakers won 7-0 over
Lune Oak Purple Hash at Lone
oak and Murray Tigers won 356 over Russellville at Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to. Diana and Mark Arnett. Sept.
17.
20 years ago
Jamie Potts of Calloway County, former teacher at Calloway
County High School. has been
nicmed as new principal of Mayfield-Graves County Area Vocational School. Mayfield.
A total of $3,202.61 was earned
in pledges by the 90 bikers in
the Murray-Calloway County BikeA Thon for Diabetes held Sept.
20.
Births reported include a boy
to'Mr. and Mrs. Michael McCage,
Sept. 18.
!, 30 years ago
., Published is a picture of highway construction equipment standing idle on a stretch of US 641
loin tailing south of Dexter. Highstay officials say the roadway from
Ilurray to Benton is 25 percent
cpmplete in Calloway County.
, Serving as officers of the StuSent Council of Calloway County High School are Randy McCallon, president: Danny Kingins, vice
president: Rhonda Darnell, secretary; Felicia Piner, treasurer: Ricky
(iarkuid, parlimentarian. LaDon
1)owdy, reporter: Libby Conley
alid Bill Nix. advisers.

Murray High School Class of
1921 will have its 56th reunion
on Oct. I at Triangle Inn, South
12th and Sycamore Streets
40 years ago
A total of 672 Murray and
Calloway County fifth and sixth
graders have undergone visual
screening by the members of the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club under the direction of the Kentucky Society of
the Prevention of Blindness.
Published is a picture of Will
D. and Anita Thornton with their
daughters, Becky, DeAnn and
Sheri, who purchased the first
Volkswagen sold in Murray by
Carroll Volkswagen in Murray. Also
pictured is Tommy Carroll, car
agency owner.
50 years ago
A third study of East Fork of
Clarks River in the Murray area
has been completed and the report
on the study has been presented
to the Murray City Council.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hale Mathis. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Miller and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Bnen.
60 years ago
In the Open Jersey Show at
the Calloway County Fair. the Dr.
Rob Mason farm won top honors
for their cattle by exhibiting the
Junior Senior and Grand Champion Female and the winners in the
Junior Get-of-Sire Class. The cattle were exhibited by J.L. Franklin
and his daughter, Evelyn.
Elected as officers of the senior class of Kirksey High School
were Jack Salmon. president;
Jeanne Darnell., vice president;
Jerry Billington, secretary: June
Adams, treasurer; and Ted Wilson, watch dog.

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Sept. 21, the
164th day of 2007. There are 101
days left in the year. The Jewish
Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur,
begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 21. 1938, a humane struck parts of New York
*id New England. causing widespread damage and claiming some
700 lives.
, On this date
In 1792, the French National

Convention voted to abolish the
monarchy.
In 1897. the New York Sun
ran its famous editorial that
declared. "Yes. Virginia. there is
a Santa Claus."
In 1948, Milton Berle made
his debut as permanent host of"The
Texaco Star Theater" on NBCTV
In 1957. Norway's King Haakon
VII died in Oslo at age 85.
In 1957. "Perry Mason." starring Raymond Burr, premiered on

T

Woman's online white knight
becomes her prince charming
DEAR ABBY: I started
reading your column when I
was 8. (I am now 38.) From
time to time you print stories
about how couples met, and I
would like to share mine.
I have severe asthma, and
in January 2001, I was out
sick
from
work
for
three days.
While I was
home,
started talking to John
over
the
Internet. At
the time, he
in
Dear Abby lived
Massachuand I
By Abigail
lived
in
Van Buren
Washington
state.
After an hour or so, he
convinced me to seek medical
help. I was taken to the hospital and don't remember much
after 1 got there. Three days
later, I woke up with a tube
down my throat. My doctor
told me if I hadn't come in
when I did, I would have died,
and my children would have
been left motherless!
I was released a few days
later, and when I returned home,
I found e-mails from John
leaving me his work number,
home number and pager number. I called him and told him
he had saved my life from 3,000
miles away.
In June 2001, I flew back
East and we drove back to
Washington state together. We

CBS-TV.
In 1970, "NFL Monday Night
Football" made its debut on ABCTV as the Cleveland Browns
defeated the visiting New York Jets,
31-21.
In 1982, Amin Gemayel, brother of Lebanon's assassinated president-elect, Bashir Gemayel, was
himself elected president.
In 1982, National Football
League players began a 57-day
strike, their first regular-season
walkout ever.

were married in July 2002 and
renewed our wedding vows
last Valentine's Day. We have
a 3-year-old son, and not a
day goes by that I am not
thankful for my husband, who
was an emergency medical
technician. He says he was
'just doing his job.' He is
now an EMT-Intermediate, and
I am now taking a basic EMT
class myself.
I tell John every day that
I fall more and more in love
with him. We always talk over
our disagreements and never
go to bed angry at each other.
Please print this so others
may see that the Internet is
not a bad place to meet and
fall in love. -- ALIVE AND
IN LOVE IN WASHINGTON
STATE
DEAR ALIVE AND IN
LOVE: The day you met John
was your lucky day in more
ways than one. I'm pleased to
print your testimonial -- with
one stipulation.
Meeting someone online is
no different from meeting
someone in any public place.
I know several happy couples
who met via the Internet, but
I also know people who have
tried it and struck out. When
meeting on the Internet, it's
important to take it slow, have
your first in-person encounters
in public places, and remember that there's always a chance
that not everything you read
online is the gospel truth.
I'm pleased your story has
a happy ending. It should only
be that way for everyone.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I took my
4-year-old son to a park to
play recently. He immediately
ran over to the playground
where another boy around 8
or 9 was playing. Suddenly
my son ran back to me and
said, "Mommy, that boy said
he's going to kick my butt!'
A little startled. I got up,
intending to say something to
the boy, when I noticed that
he had Down syndrome. Not
only did I not know what to
say to my son, I wasn't sure

DEAR DR. GOVT: Can you
please help me? My mother had
heart surgery 10 years ago. At
the time, she was placed on a
blood thinner and was told she
would have to continue with
this type of medication for the
rest of her
•
life. A side
effect of this
type of medication is that
you should
not eat foods
with vitamin
K. This is a
problem
because my
Dr. GOtt
mother is a
vegetarian,
By
Dr. Peter Gott and vegetables are high
in vitamin K. This limits her
diet severely. Can you offer a
list of foods that are high in
this vitamin or, if possible, a
list of foods very low in vitamin K7
DEAR READER: It is true
that many vegetables contain
significant levels of vitamin K,
which can upset the anticoagulant properties of Coumadin.
However, the primary problem
has to do with the schedule and
amount of vegetables consumed.
For example, one large portion
of broccoli can disrupt blood clotting in patients taking Coumadin
In contrast, the effects of the
regular consumption (of lesser
amounts) of K-containing veggies five or six times a week
are easy to control by adjusting the dose of Coumadin. It's
the infrequent "doses" of vegetables that aggravate the problem, regular consumption does
not.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 75
years old. and 1 think I'm in
good condition. I'm not too fat,
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1 Wedding rental
4 Commercials
7 Rise abruptly
11 Polite cough
13 Glop
14 Shaft
15 Viking letter
16 Mr Serting
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18 Summer top
20 'Boating'
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What would you now bid with:
•K7653 V 842•73•J63

if I should speak to the boy
or his mother, who was sit-

ting on a nearby park bench.
(She was unaware of what her
son had said.)
How should I have handled
this? -- MUDDLED MOMMY
IN MIAMI
' 'DEAR
'MUDDLED
MOMMY: If your son had
said what that boy did to a
much smaller child, wouldn't
you have wanted to be informed
in a nonconfrontational way?
You should have handled the
situation by approaching the
mother and saying, "I thought
you should know that your
son frightened my little boy
by threatening to harm him."
If she's an effective parent, it
would be her cue to take her
son in hand and explain to
him that his behavior was inappropriate

and 1 walk twice a day, at least
2 miles each time.
My doctor said I was borderline diabetic and put me on
pills for that. After a week or
so, I began to feel washed out.
I had no energy and just wanted to lie around. Plus, I gained
7 or 8 pounds in that tune. I
never believed 1 had diabetes.
On my own, I stopped taking the pills for almost two
months. I checked my blood
every day and it was between
90 and 121. I lost five pounds
right away, and my energy picked
up.
I had to have my three-month
bloodwork done. The doctor
called and said my blood sugar
was ill, and 1 needed a pill
for my kidneys. I did not tell
him about not taking the pills
he prescribed, so I went back
on them, which I hated to do.
What do you think?
DEAR READER: While
your readings are within the
normal range for the average
person, I suspect that the medication is lowering your blood
sugar to inappropriate levels for
your body. Based on the numbers, I would stop the drug,
make sure that your blood sugar
is monitored, and follow an
appropriate diet.
I cannot comment on your kidney function, but if this is affected, you will need further medical investigation, preferably by
a diabetes specialist. In fact, it
wouldn't hurt for you to request
a referral now from your family doctor. You can do this in
a nonthreatening manner by
emphasizing that this action does
not reflect badly on him, but a
second opinion would make you
more comfortable.
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I. You are South, and the bidding
has gone
North
East
West
South
1,
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Pass
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• pre-emptise jump-overcall
What would you now bid with:
*K742 V Q852•8 411053
1. Four spades. You don't have
much of a hand, and partner's threespade bid is not forcing, but you
should nevertheless bid four spades.
Essentially. partner is saying that all
he needs from you for a game in
spades is one trick or a bit of distribution. Your five vedes to the king.
doubleton diamond and jack of clubs
are more than enough to justify a
four-spade bid. Partner may have

4.3 Seed catak)g
offering
46 'Hawkeye"
Perce
47 102
to a centurion
48 Be an
accomplice
50 Nutntional
regimen
51 Vase with a
foot
52 Granary
often
53 Moderate
54 Fasten down a
tent
55 Plop down
DOWN

something like:
•AQ92 1110 .1•AKJ84•AQ4
2. Seven hearts. Partner is trying
for a grand slam, since he could have
ended the auction by bidding six
hearts over five diamonds; therefore,
his five-notrump bid, asking for
kings, guarantees your side has all
four aces. There is no good reason to
respond six hearts, announcing two
kings, since partner might pass and
easily wind up with 13 tricks.
Instead, you should reason that he
will almost surely take all the tricks
with the aid of your solid club suit.
Partner's hand might look something
like:
•A9 A.17653•AJ4 73
3. Four diamonds. Partner's double is for takeout, and, considering
your previous pass, you have a far
better hand than he has a nght to
expect. You should therefore feel
confident that there's a game somewhere (possibly even a slam), but
you're not in position to judge
whether the best contract lies in
hearts, spades or clubs.
Instead of trying to guess which
suit is most likely to produce the best
game contract, you can force your
partner to make the choice by cuebidding the opponent's suit. This
asks him to bid a four-card major if
he has one (he almost certainly has),
but even if he lacks a four-card
major, he will then have a sufficient
number of clubs to enable him to
rebid that suit, and you can then raise
him to game.
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Laker Band receives distinguished rating
The Calloway County High School Band
received its second distinguished rating and
Reserve Grand Champion at the Starfest competition last Saturday. The Laker Color Guard
received Best Guard Class AAAA and Over-all
Best Color Guard.
Presenting this year's show titled "Bent" the
band received second place behind the 2005 and
2006 Class AAAA State Champion, MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins. The presentation features soloist:

Jacob Vaughan, Kristin Vaughan, Marisa
Whittenberg, Johnathan Torsak and Shanna Todd,
"Bent" is an onginal three movement musical
selection by John Fannin, Kevin Suiter and Shane
Smith.
The Laker Band will be performing tonight
halftime as the Lakers take on Lone Oak and io
the Murray State University Festival 4
Champions with a preliminary performance of 1
p.m. Saturday.
V

git

Photo provided

Pictured are Calloway Co. Band members accepting trophies from the Starfest Marching Band
competition at Marshall County High School. From left, kneeling, Kimberly Hagan and Emily
Ashby. standing, Logan Dowdy, Steven Stewart, Kristin Vaughan, Johnathan Torsak, Brittany
Intes, William Hudson and Sarah Orsborn,

Vendor space still available

UT-MARTIN GRAND CHAMPIONS: The Murray High School Tiger Band were named Grand
Champions .it the UT-Martin Band competition over the weekend The band also received second place in Color Guard first place percussion, and first place in Class AAAA-large division.
The Murray Tiger Band will participate in this weekend's Festival of Champions held at MSU's
Roy Stewart Stadium

Plans are being finalized for
Vendors selling food will all
Hazel Celebration in Hazel. be set up in the Food Court area
Held annually on the first on Center Street. Food Vendor
Saturday in October, this year's registration fees are $100 for
celebration is Oct. 6 and marks booths with electricity and $75
the 18 year for the event. The for booths without electricity.
City of Hazel, incorporated in
Arts & Crafts and Flea
1890. is located on U.S. Market vendor fees are $20 for
%Own 641 on the Kentucky- booths without electricity and
Tennessee state line six milts 335 for bOblhs with electricity.
south of Murray.
Bboths with electricity art MiltVendor booths for food, arts ed.
and crafts and flea market items
For more information on venare still AN aillable All booths are
dor booths, please contact Lou
15 feet by 15 teet
Charlton at 270492-8851 or visit

www.hazelky.com to download.
a vendor application.
The organizing committee
expecting several thousand people to attend the 18 Annual
Hazel Celebration. There will be
a variety of activities including
live music, car show, kid'e,
area, a community parade, an
antique tractor display and
MCI more.
Additionally the antique
stores and gift shops will h(
open all day.
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